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CHAPTER I 
THE PF:.OBLEM 
1 . The Purpose of This Study 
This study is a review of literature in the field of 
public relations as it pertains t o public schools . Its pur-
pose is threefol d : first , to ascertain the public relations 
techniques necessary for conducting and maintaini ng e;ood 
schools; second, to determine t hose techniques especially 
helpful in securing curriculum improvement; and, third, those 
techniques particularly useful in obtaining adequa.te school 
housing . 
2. Selection of the Problem 
This study was se l ected because it was felt that there 
was a need today f or greater cooperation among home, school, 
and community in determining the aims of education for the 
children of the United States of America and, also, in deter-
mining the means by 1t1hich these aims may best be realized . 
Source of the Problem.-- In the writer's town, inadequate 
housing despite a ne\v elementary school, countless varied ques -
tions r elating to curriculum content and techniques, and crit-
icisms of report cards prompted a brief investigation into the 
- 1 -
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1~/ 
current literature in each of these area.s. From this 
brief study, the v~iter carne to the conclusion that what was 
most important was better home-school-community relations, 
both as a means of understanding existing conditions and as 
an a.id in formulating new procedures for conducting good 
schools. Unless better relations were developed there 'tJOUld 
be little chance of obtaining the cooperation necessary to ef -
feet desirable and needed changes . 
Justification.-- A study of home -school -community rela-
tions seems justified on many counts. Today'~ parents are 
concerned with the difference between education as they re -
ceived it and education as their children are receiving it. 
They want the best for their children, but disagree on what is 
best . The demand for information, as \vell as the need for its 
dissemination has caused publication of a large number of ar-
ticles in the national magazines on all phases of the subject 
of education. The number during 1953 increased 100 per cent 
1/George M. Leonard, Educational Advan tages of Rep;ional Consol-
idation , Unpublished IVIaster 1 s Thesis, Boston University School 
of Education , 1952. 
g/Calvin E. Eels and Thomas J. Connor, Wh~t Resources Are 
Available in Greater Portland, Maine, for the Enri chment of the 
Junior High Curriculum? Unpublished lv1aster 1 s Thesis, Boston 
University School of Education, 1953 · 
]/Francis Knight Searle, A Review of the Literature in the 
Field of Marking SystemsL Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University School of Education, 1951 . 
3 
1/ 
over the number of such articles during 1948 . The Atlant ic 
l'-'Ionthly has recently asked in an article, "Do American Schools 
2/ 
Educate? "- A Christian Century title announces that "Public 
3.1 
Schools Are Good Schools . 11 Business \vee k claims "Public 
!:±/ 
Schools Cro~>Td Up But Teach Kids Better .'' The Ladies Home 
"37 
Journal inquires, "Do Our Schools J..IJeed an S . o . s .?" Parents 
Ivlagazine enters the fray ,,lfi th "Fighting Answers to Six Charges 
11§./ 
Against Our Schools. Educators themselves do not agree and 
they present conflicting judgments of today ' s education. In 
1 f L "f uu · d 1950, in a specia issue o l e on • ~ . Schools", the guest 
editor, a historian of Columbia University felt that American 
schools "justified and vindicated democracy 's promise .••••• If 
society clearly defines the new duties it wishes our schools 
to fulfill and if it steadfastly supports them, they vlill jus -
l/American Association of School Administrators, Educational 
Researc1:1 Circular Number 7, July, 1953, p . 19. National 
~ducation Association, Washington, D.C. 
?:..f_J . Garrett, "Do American Schools Educate?" 
February, 1953, pp . 68- 70 . 
Atlantic Honthl y, 
J.fD . s. Arbuckle, "Public .Schools Are Good Schools" 
Christian Century , April 9, 1952. p . 429. 
!±/"Public Schools Crowd Up Bu t Teach Kids Better", Business 
\'lee .k, lViay 12, 1951, pp. 114--116. 
5./Dorot1:1y Thompson, "Do Our Schools Need an S . O. S.?" The 
Ladies Home Journal, February , 1953 , p . 11 . 
§./E . o. Melby and J . H. Pollack, "Fighting Answers to Six 
Charges Against Our Schools " , Parents I11 agazine, September , 
1952. 
4 
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tify that faith in the future as they have in the past ." In 
the same issue, in an article entitled "Know How versus Know 
Why", Canon Bernard. Iddings Bell claims that education has 
failed to give discipline of word, number and form, that it 
tries to treat every child the equal of every other in brains 
and ed.ucability, that it develops basic irresponsibility, and 
E.! 
that it is anti-religious . Ho.,veve r, research has taught us 
more about c1.1ild.ren's mental, emotional, physical and social 
development. Syndicated newspaper articles present some of 
these findings daily or weekly throughout the country . Angelo 
Patri 1 s articles were read for years . Today Doctor Ilg and 
Doctor Ames write v-reeldy for the Gesell Institute . There is 
no lack of information available to the parent; his problem 
lies in the abundance of material with apparently conflicting 
objectives and techniques in a rapidly changing society . 
Teachers have long been one of the lowest paid \"lorking 
groups . Preparation for teaching requires professional intel-
lectual training in both Canon Bell 's "Knoi.,r How" and. " Know Why". 
Persons capable of such training should be attracted to teachi ng . 
This is difficult if sal aries are not on a professional l evel. 
Since teachers have worked for years at low wages, any marked 
1:/Henry Steele Commanger, "Our Schools Have Kept Us Free" 
Life, October 16, 1950 . p . 47 . 
£/Bernard Iddings Bell , " Know How versus Know Why", Life, 
October 16, 1950 . pp . 90 - 97 . 
5 
increase is apt to be viewed at first as a resented increase 
on the citizen's tax bill . Skyrocketing birthrates require 
more teachers . There are not enough to go around . There is 
cause for concern about l'lhat wil l happen to education if chil -
dren do not have trained teachers . The position and importance 
of the teacher have been brought before the public repeatedly 
in the past few years. Radio and television have given time 
to pr omote consideration of educat i onal objectives . Stars and 
sponsors have championed the teaching profession . Popular 
continuing programs use a teacher around vJ"hom their scripts 
are written . The " Teacher of the Year" is found and. honorad . 
Teachers are receiving increasingly better salaries . As the y 
do so, parents ask more questions: What makes a good teacher? 
Do we have good teachers for our children? Are we e;ettin:; 
·vvhat v-;e are paying for? Vfuat do v.re want for our children? A 
common understanding of the aims of education as well as the 
methods and techniques to be employed is essential . 
The depression hal ted a rapidly risine; population . After 
1933- 1934 school enrollments shot,'led a decrease each year un-
til 1945 . Zducational programs were curtailed during that pe -
riod . Schoolhouse construction 1.,ras at a virtual stands till . 
Since 1945 there has been an increasing number of pupils i n 
schools and. there probably will continue to be increasing num-
bers until about the year 1965 when experts say the population 
6 
1/ 
will level off . The nearly four million babies born in 1948 
could hardly be housed. in the classrooms used earlier by the 
two mi l lion babies b.orn in 1932 . Two million new school chil-
dren a year for several years have presented untold complica-
tions . The average citizen was unaware of the total situation. 
Money had ·been tight . Educators who had been studying causes 
of the depression and its effect's upon schooling along with 
implications for the future suggested new services costing 
great amounts . Too many things happened too fast . Costs were 
too great ~o be granted readily. , 
The scope of the Problem.-- This review of public - school 
relations ~i ll cover especially the years 1930- 1953 · This in-
eludes the depression years with low birth rate and World War 
II with its resulting high birth rate bringing problems which 
will be with us for years to come. It vdll attempt to show 
the changes in education which have necessitated a program of 
public relations . I t ".vill include books by well known authors 
in the fields of curriculum and public relations , chapters in 
texts on public relations aspec ts of different phases of 
school subject matter , articles in popular mag azines, educa-
tional pamphlets, and available research as time permits . The 
l7American Association of School Administrators, .Ameri can 
School Buildings, Nati onal Ed.ucation Association, \~ashington, 
D.C ., 1949, PP • 51- 54 . 
7 
writings will be examined to find descriptions of practices, 
policies, and. trends for obtaining better relationships be -
tween any or all of the following: a) pupil- teacher, b) par-
ent - teacher, c) pupil-parent - teacher, d) teacher and princi -
pal, supervisor or superintendent, e) parent or other adult 
and the school, and f) school -community . The relationships 
among the foregoing are to be examined for their general val-
ue in maintaining good schools and also for those recommenda-
tions found to be helpful for curriculum improvement and bet-
ter housing . 
CHAPTER II 
THE EXPANDING PROGR..t.JJi OF EDUCATION 
1 . Times Change 
In the early days of our country parents v.rere specialists 
in many things . Schools were started to teach children those 
things which could not be conveniently taught at home . The 
idea grew that pupils went to school to get an education. W'hat 
was learned outside of school was not termed education . \'/e 
know today that education begins at . birth. Outside - of - school 
influences may be far more challenging than a school course of 
study . }Jo one person today can be a specialist in everything, 
but he can call upon others well versed in areas he is not . 
Each generation of Americans has sought to carry on the best 
traditions of American democracy . "Democracy ' s ideals must be 
learned by heart, not by rote but through experience and rea-
l/ 
son." Each generation has striven to make a better society . 
Each generation has tried to recognize the true ,.,orth of the 
individual in that society . "Man 's ideals are put into prac-
tice by institutions . Institutions outlive their founders , 
1/American Association of School Adminis trators , The Expanding 
Role of Education, Twenty-sixth Yearbook, 1948 . National 
Education Ass ociation, ·washington, D.C. p . 30 . 
- 8-
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pass on ideals better or worse than received, and to this ex-
,1/ 
tent improve society .' The public school is still the 
g reatest institution for preserving our democratic ideals . 
The tremendous advances in science and industry have empha-
sized both the limits and possibilities of education . The 
first half of the twentieth century brought an almost incon-
ceivable array of developments in all areas of human concern. 
The education field was no exception. However, during the 
last twenty- five years, events have moved so rapidly that an 
understanding of these years is imperative in a study of the 
present educational policies, practices and problems . 
2 . Social Trends 
Population.- - Today's population in the United States is 
~I increasing more than three times as fast as it was in 1932 . 
This greater number of citizens widens markets of all kinds . 
There is and will continue to be more elderly persons in this 
country; drugs and medicine will develop still further . The 
housing for school enrollments and for the aged must rece ive 
attention. Hany large families have low incomes. Urban popu-
lations v-1ill fluctuate . Problems exist in all these areas . 
~/William R. Lueck, An Introduction to Teachi ng , Henry Holt, 
New York, 1953 , p . 424 . 
10 
Health.-- In the field. of health the period is marked by 
discoveries, specialization, and. improvements in sanitation 
and immunization. In spite of the progress made in medicine, 
diseases such as cancer and. heart trouble are on the increase . 
I,1u ch must be done toward the prevention and detection of cura-
ble diseases . Citizens must be made aware of the importance 
and. possibilities of new discoveries . Mental health problems 
must be understood. 
Leisure time . -- The increased amount of leisure time 
means that schools must consiCler providing ad.d.ed indoor and 
outdoor facilities for recreation and. enjoyment . Hobbies and. · 
crafts and any activities vJhich carry over into later life 
must receive attention. 
Special trends.- - Also vdth the new discoveries and in-
dustries come new occupational patterns which must be inter-
preted for succeed.ing generations. Special social trends li ke 
the divorce rate must be faced .• 
3 · Educational Trends 
Development of child.-centered programs .-- During the long 
period of education in colonial America wherein the three R's 
were emphasized, all education was seen as preparation for 
1/i'lilliam R. Lueck, An Introduction to Teaching , Henry Holt, 
Ne \v York, 1953 . Chapter II ttRecent Social and Educational 
Trend.s 11 , p . 429. 
1/ 
11 
adulthood, for adult activities . As educators came to under-
stand the nature of childhood and the learning processes, the 
schools embarked upon programs of projects, purposeful activ-
ities and units in a.n earnest attempt to make education more 
realistic and vital . By 1930 the child was the center of all 
consideration in the elementary school where teachers had been 
indoctrinated with the new educational philosophies . As late 
as 1934 Lane, i-'rhen he was assistant superintendent of schools 
1/ 
in Los Angeles, wrote: 
"The present factory system of education in the United 
States, which places great stress on standardization of 
procedure and uniformity of product, should be replaced by 
a more human and more lifelike type of school org anization . 
The informal program appears to offer desirable changes in 
procedure in harmony with our philosophy of education ." 
E.! 
His philosophy of education at that time follows : 
11 The purpose of education is to effect desirable 
changes in conduct through wholesome and complete living 
of the hi ghest type, lead.ing to satisfactory adjustment of 
the individual (a) to himse l f, (b) to the social group, 
and (c) to a changing world . As by- products of the educa-
tional process will be the acquisition of socially valuable 
bodies of lrnowled ge, fundamental skills, and worth\vhile 
appreciations . 11 
The r e followed over t\vO hundred pages of examples and types of 
activity programs . 
Seven years later Lane expresses this in the following 
1/rtobert H. Lane, A Teacher's Gui de to the Activity Program, 
The ~ acmillan Company, New York, 1934, p . 17 . 
gjibid ., p . 16 . 
12 
1/ 
broader statement: 
1 . The major purpose of elementary education is to 
ensure the successful growth of children . 
2 . The major objective of the e lementary school i s 
to give the boys and girls a thorough grounding in the 
fundamentals of good living . 
3 · The curriculum of the elementary school shall be 
conceived as the sum total of desirable experiences which 
the elementary child should have . 
4 . The elementary school shall be so organized as 
to provide for the continuous growth of children. 
In this 1941 book he comments upon the fact that in 1934 the 
National Society for the Study of Education's Thirty- third 
yearbook had reviewed and evaluated the activity program . He 
admits that from 1934, ''the activity movement, as such, de-
clined in importance and by 1938 has practically disappeared 
gj 
from popular discussion of educational problems . '' In 1941 
he sees the activity -- unit of work -- center of interest 
field of experience integration -- sequence as a series of 
successive attempts to interpret the Dewey philosophy of 
3_/ 
learning . 
Growth patterns better lrnovm . -- Otto, Olson and writers 
reporting for the Association for Supervi s ion and Curriculum 
1/Robert H. Lane , The Teacher in the :Modern Elementary School, 
Houghton Hifflin Company, New York, 1941, PP• 2-8. 
gjibid ., P• 383 . 
J/Ibid ., . P• 384 . 
13 
Development tell us growth within any one child is orderly. 
Each child. must move progressively from one stage of growth 
1/ 
to the next as he is ready. Each child seems to grow and. 
~I 
develop in accordance with hi s own individual growth pattern. 
The rate at which children grow and develop ranges all the \'lay 
from "very slow gro\vers " to "very fast growers " , with the rna-
jority clustering around the midpoint between the two extremes . 
The slow grower is not necessarily doomed to low or small stat-
ure, nor is the fast grower destined for an ultimate high stat -
ure . This generalization applies to academic as well as phys -
1/ 
ical growth. Growth involves the v1hole being at all stages . 
Growth in achievement in school is closely associated with the 
gro\'Jth of the org ani s m as a \vhole . If normal resources and 
good teaching prevail, the slow grower as well as the fast 
gro,t~er will partake of the curriculum nourishment at the rate 
~I 
at \<Thich the individual organism can utilize it . Each child 
must be challenged by learning tasks which he can undertake 
1/ 
\vi th reasonable success . Effective learning takes place in 
1/ 
a functional setting . Children, if surrounded with rich and 
varied opportunities, are more likely to select activities to 
1/ 
meet their needs . If absurd extremes are avoided, exact 
1/Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, The 
Three R's in the Elementary School , National Education Associa-
tion, 1952 . pp . 4-6 • 
.£/Henry J . Otto, "Grading and Promotion Policies", National 
Education Association Magazine , February, 1951. p . 128 . 
14 
grade placement has little or no bearing on the educational 
1/ 
development a child will make during a given year . Iviarks 
1/ 
are not needed to insure proper motivation . A feeling of 
1/ 
security is essential to freedom to learn. The child's 
social and emotional adjustment has much to do 11vi th his educa-
1/ 
tional progress. Individual differences must be met under 
1/ 
any kind of grouping and promotion plan. Through all this 
Olson finds a · clear consistent trend that it is dangerous to 
deprive children of social interaction, affectionate- contacts , 
E. I 
food need, instructional materials and broad curriculum . 
Guidance in living.-- Reavis, Pierce, Stullken and Smith 
say today that "the basic function of the elementary school is 
to guide every child to have those living and learning experi -
ences that will enable him to behave as a responsible, consider-
ate, contributing citizen at every stage of his development . 11 
] / 
Mor t and Vincent remind us that you cannot train the mind 
like a muscle, that individuals differ in all sorts of ways and 
that they are not machines put together part by part . They 
.±/Henry J . Otto, "Grading and Promotion Polie-ies '', National 
Education Association, February, 1951 . p . 129 . 
gjWillard O. Olson, 11 0lassroom Practice is Improving11 , 
National Education Association Journal , September , 1951 . p . 397 • 
.2/'tlilliam C. Reavis, Paul R. Pierce, Edward H. Stillken and 
Bertrand L. Smith , Administering the Elementary School , 
Prentice- Hall, New York, 1953. p . 5 . 
1/ 
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prophesy that: 
''Besides being a repository of learning, the emerg ing 
school will be a vast testing ground for every type of 
apti tud.e . It will be a generator of firsthand experience 
rather than an ivory tower. It will be a great stage 
where children may gain abundant practice in the parts 
they can most successfully play in life . " 
Doctor Warren states very simply that 11 the great purpose 
of the public school is to give every boy and every girl every 
opportunity to become of service to his fellowmen and a satis-
faction to himself. " 
Wider ram;;;e of services.- - In order to achieve these pur-
poses the entire program of education must be expanded . It 
must begin at an earlier age for many children. It must pro~ 
via·e more comprehensive and better training for those in 
school . It must keep pupils longer in schools . It must devel -
op its guidance service. It must provide for extremes in abil -
i ty ,,.fi th adequately trained teachers for those who are gifted 
in order that they may develop their powers and with equally 
trained teachers for those of low ability that they may realize 
the full use of their capabilities. Special services in the 
fields of mental, emotional, and social problems must be ren-
dered . 
Community schools.-- Community schools, or community-cen-
tered schools have made progress in realizing some of the needs 
1/Paul R. Mort and William s . Vincent, A Look at Our Schools, 
Cattell, New York, 1946 . p. 113 . 
16 
of individuals of all ae;es . I In many places, however, the com-
munity-centered school is still an educator's ideal, not the 
citizen's or the community's id.eal . Progressive educators are 
going still further and envisioning the lschool of the future 
I (on the secondary level at least) as existing in an education-
1/ 
centered community , not a school-cent~red community, wherein 
people of all ages may seek knowledge and the training they 
desire. Schools would be created to serve the needs of the 
people . While progres sive educators are experimenting with 
future possibilities, it would be well to see .k: ways and means 
of acquainting the public, the community, with desirable prac -
tices of today . 
1/Harold Rugg , "A Proposed Statement of ,Policy for Progres-
sive Education", Progressive Education, Volume 31, Number 
2, November , 1953· Po 40 . 
/ 
CHAPTER III 
PUBLIC P~LATIO~S PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES 
In Chapter II, an attempt was made to show the changing 
American program of education which has brought about the 
need fo r effective public or community relations. 
In Chapter III, literature will be reviewed for revealing 
the following: 
1. The meaning of public relations in education 
2 . lVIethods and techniques used in home - school re'7 
lations in general which are required for any 
community for conducting good schools, some of 
which may be applied to specific problems such 
as curriculum i mprovement and better housing 
3 • . Public relations for securing curriculum i m-
provement 
4. Public relations for securing better housing 
1 . The 1vieaning of Public Relations for Schools 
Not publicity alone .- - Ivluch of all early public relations 
consisted of ways and means of securing advantageous publicity . 
In efforts to sell the educational program to the public, pub-
licity has always been utilized . It has been achieved in var-
- 17-
18 
ying degrees by means of newspaper articles, exhibits, demon-
strations, reports, report cards and the like, but publicity 
alone has not been considered sufficient . Cutlip and Center 
emphasize that publicity, press agentry , propaganda and ad-
vertising are tools but not the equivalent of public relations . 
1/ 
.fvloreover, they contend that: 
11 There are two parties, at least, involved in any 
public relationship . First, there is the cause or the 
organization with something to promote, often in com-
petition with others . Second , there are the publics to 
which these organizations direct their efforts •••• Thus 
t ·here are tvw inte rests to be served in any public rela-
tionship : the private interest and the public interest ••• 
V.fhere amity prevails, there is a give - and- take compromise 
that results in a definition of mutual interests ." 
School .PUblicity or "selling the schools to the public" is 
"based upon an unworl~able philosophy in that it is manifestly 
impossible for the community to buy, or even wish to buy, that 
t._rhich it already possesses, since the schools belong to the 
~I 
people ••••••• Something else is needed". 
Human relations.-- When citizens sought vocational ed.uca-
tion, v.rhen they \'/anted suggestions and. preparation for their 
leisure time; when they v-tanted new schools for their children; 
when they challenged existing costs; when they questioned ser-
vices, publicizing existing programs and curricula did not suf-
1/Scott rvr . Cutlip and Allen H. Center, 
tions, Prentice-Hall , Inc . , New York, 
Effective Public Rela-
1952 . p . 9. 
£/l'iilliam A. Yeager, Sch.Qol-Communi ty Relations, Dryden Press, 
New York, 1951 . p . 109 . 
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fice . Human relations must of necessity be included in school-
public relations . Citizens i'lere found to approve of plans they 
understood and had. helped to formulate . Benjamin Fine has giv-
en some of the best advice on publicity, with detailed and up-
to-a ate instructions on successful methods and proced.ures. Yet 
he has offered one of the broadest and most human definitions 
1/ 
of public relations to be found when he says : 
"Public relations is more than a narrow set of rules; 
it is a broad concept . It is the entire body of relation-
ships that go to make up our impression of an individual, 
an organization, or an idea . In building good publ ic re-
lations, we must be a1vare of all the forces, drives, emo-
tions and conflicting factors that are part of our social 
life and civilization." 
The American Association of School Administrators, giving 
the whole of their twenty-eighth yearbook to the subject of 
public r elations, use Harral's definition as well as Fine's: 
"Public relations seeks to bring about a harmony of under-
11 ~../ 
standing between any group and_ the public it serves . This 
111 Harmony of understanding' at least in the case of 
public sc-hool relations involves far more than 'publicity' 
or 'interpretation'. It means genuine cooperation in 
planning and working for good schools with the public giv-
ing as well as receiving ideas . It becomes a two- way pro-
cess which provides the basis for mutual understanding and 
teamwork . 11 3./ 
1/Benjamin Fine, 
Nev; York, 1951 . 
Educational Publicity, 
pp . 420-421 . 
Harper Brothers , 
£/American Ass ociation of School Administrators, Twenty- Eighth 
Yearbook, Public Relations for America's Schools, quoted from 
Harral's Public Relations for Churches, National Education 
Association, 1950 . p. 12 . 
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1/ 
Harral, in his own book, also says that: 
"Education will meet current needs only as the masses 
of people -- the throngs who keep society moving -- under-
stand the schools and take an interest in supporting them . 
Upon the public and its willingness and ability to pro -
vide the revenue, the development of education in this 
country depends. As long as education justifies itself 
in the minds of those who are instrumental in financing 
it, the financing will continue." 
Citizen Participation.-- The American Association of 
School Administrators were saying the same thing twenty years 
ago in the Tvvelfth Yearbook of the Department of Superinten-
£/ 
dence·: 
"The program of educational interpretation should be 
so broad that it gives the citizen a chance to play an 
active role . He is not a passive listener to be hypno-
tized by selected facts v.rhich the educator wants him to 
know. The facts are not being forced deliberately upon 
him . Rather he is an active participant in many phases 
of the educational program, absorbing, guiding , and de -
veloping the conditions which make him an advocate of 
public education." 
Van Nice claims that "Educators ha.Je weaknesses, and their 
partner, the public, may possess strong points to compensate 
II 3_/ 
for those weaknesses. He continues: 
"The school needs, not a series of drives, but a 
1/Stewart Harral, Tested Public Relations for Schools, 
University of Oklahoma Press, 1952. p . 4. 
gjDepartment of Superintendence, Critical Problems in School 
Administration, Twelfth Yearbook, Chapter IX, "Helping 
Citizens to Know Their Schools", Po 213. National Educati on 
Association, \vashingt on, D.C. 1934. I 
3_/C . R. Van Nice, Teacher Teamwork WitJ A Problem Public, 
School Activities Publishing Company, Topeka, Kansas, 1945o 
P• 147 . 
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continuous program of interpretation. The program should 
provide a two-\vay relationship ••.•••••• The plan should be 
provided for everyone, and all school matters should be 
included in its scope. It should be planned on a long 
time basis, anticipating potential interests, not launched 
as an emer17ency measure to make amends for negligence or 
oversight. 
Koopman, Hiel and Hisner feel that 11 participation of all 
" 1/ is required in a democracy : 
11 Types of participation that promote growth on the 
part of administrators, teachers, students and community 
adults must be developed .••• There must be discovered \.Yays 
in which these groups may participate democratically not 
only in making the d.ecisions in the area of instruction, 
the logic of which is generally conceded, but also in the 
solution of bud getary, personnel and other so-called ad-
ministrative problems, all of v1hich have their bearing on 
instruction. n 
The American _Society for Curriculum Development lists some 
emerging principles for bettering human relationships in cur-
E./ 
riculum development 1-.rhich are pertinent here:· 
"Contributions to school program development can come 
from many persons concerned. I.)upils, teachers, adminis-
trators, supervisors, consultants from state departments, 
universities and colleges, parents and other adults, rep-
resent rich potential sources 
Laymen should be participants in both the planning 
and the operation of the curriculum improvement program. 
Citizens with competencies in special areas have been per-
haps the resources most 8enerally neglected by schools. 
1./G. Robert Koopman, Alice Miel and Paul l'!Jisner, Democracy i·n 
School Administration, Appleton-Century-Crofts, Ne111 York, 
1943. P• 11. 
£/Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 
Action for Curriculum Develoument, Chapter I, nA School Program 
ls People", p. l7o 1951 Yearbook. National Education Associa-
tion, Washington, D.c. 
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Democratic group processes in the classroom, in the 
school faculty, with community adults, and on a system-
wide basis are the keys to improved human relations and 
improved school programs . "l/ · 
E./ 
The United States Office of Educati on asserts that: 
11 No matter how well educated the teachers and ad-
ministrators of the future may be, the task of setting 
goals and organizing programs of education to meet the 
present needs are t oo big for them to carry out alone . 
Laymen must help to evaluate education and. the functions 
which the schools must serve in maintaining and improving 
our democratic \'ray of life . In the final analysis , the 
laymen decide ,_rhat the brief g oals of edu cation shall be . 
These goals will be challenging , constructive, and far -
sighted vihen laymen and educators pool their best thinking 
to make them so . They are often sterile and unrealistic 
vvhen laymen and educators fail to understand each other . 11 
3./ 
Yeager warns that : 
" The public schools must not expect laymen of them-
selves to formulate the public-school program ; educators 
possess no inherent rights in themselves to formul ate 
the work of the public schools to disreg ard. the mandates 
of the legislature, or to disdain the suggestions of the 
community, state or national groups for public school i m-
provement. 11 · 
"Education as a community enterprise can be main-
tained only by the intelligent and active support of its 
citizens . Hence, the education of the adult becomes a 
necessary accompaniment of any educational program." !:±/. 
Cutlip offers four requisites for a soundly conceived 
1/Ibid ., P • 18 . 
E_/l:'"'ederal Security Agency , Vi tali zing Secondary Educati on , 
Office of Education Bulletin, Number 3, 1951 . p . 102 • 
.2/William A. Yeager , School - Community Relations, Dryden Press, 
New York, 1951 . p . 49 . 
!:±/Ibid . , P• 10 . 
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1/ 
public relations program : 
1 . Full, unreserved recognition of the need for an 
active, systematic program 
2 . The public relations executive must operate at 
the policy making level 
3· An effective means of communication from the 
group or institution 
4 . An effective means of communication to the groups 
whose cooperation and confidence is needed. 
Cutlip ' s actual public relations program includes three phases: 
1. Polling Self- analysis 
2. Planning The evolvement of policy 
3· Publicizing Telling the story 
~I 
Publicity, it is to be noted , is mentioned. last , after the group 
activities involved., although it may be used. at any time during 
any stage of progress . 
Bernays also has three phases in his public relations pro-
3/ 
g ram: 
1 . Information 
2. Persuasion 
Given to the public 
Di rected. at public to modify atti-
tudes and. actions of the public 
3 · I ntegration -- Efforts to integrate the attitudes 
1/Scott M. Cutlip, " R/ for P . R . in Higher Education", 
National Education Association Journal, Harch, 1950 . p, 214 . 
~/Ibid ., P• 215. 
_2/i:dward L. Bernays, Public Relations, University of Oklahoma 
Press, 1952 . p. 3· 
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and. activities of an institution 
with its publics 
Yet he evidently v.rould agree with Fitzgerald that "It is quite 
clear that exposure to information and the absorption of in-
)J 
formation are not equal. 
i,'lhether the pro gram seeks to poll, plan, publicize, inform, 
~/ ]/ 
persuade, or inte grate, Fi tze;erald and Ivlenge and Faunce find 
that face to face relationships are far more effective than any 
other means, but that school publicity reaches more persons 
than will ever be closely involved in a program and that public-
ity will ah.,rays be an economical way of presenting many phases 
of the program. 
Partnership concent.-- The consensus of opinion today seems 
to be that the goal to be attained in a good public relations 
program is 11 the development of public recognition of and the 
support for the idea that public education is the job of the 
!:11 
American people as a ivhole • 11 The partnership concept is grow-
ing in school-community relations. 
11 Each partner has a sense of responsibility for the 
success of the organization and a sense of pride in the 
success of the c·01mnon undertalcing . 
1/Stephen Fitzgerald, Communicating Ideas to the Public, 
Funk and Vlagnalls, Ne,., York, 1950 . pp . viii - ix . 
E_/Ibid . , p . 103. 
]/J. ·\"iilmer Ivienge and Roland C. Faunce, Working Together for 
Better Schools, American Book Company, New York, 1953. pp . 64-65. 
!:1/Edward L. Bernays , Public Relations, University of Oklahoma 
Press, Chapter 26, "Public Relations for Public Education", 1952. 
P • 270 . 
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Each partner is likely to blame the other for inef-
ficiency . One p 8_rtner should. not undertake new adven-
tures without the kno'lttledge , understanding and. approval 
of the other . 
As partners, parents want to know \'i'hat 1'1/"aS done and. 
with what success, as well as the general state of the 
schools as compared with the schools of the past and the 
- II 
schools of other communities . 1/ 
The present status of school- community relati ons is summed. 
- E.! 
up by Menge and Faunce: 
" Three stage s of school communitv relations are com-
' 'i monly found. today . The let -us - alone policy is hard to 
support tod.a~ . IViany schools are imme rsed. in an elaborate 
'we s e ll you program . This phase has the seri ous disad-
vantage in that it is a one-vva~ communication street . The 
thi rd. s t~3e may' be termed the we worlc together' stage . " 
The National School Public Relations Association in its 
1954 Handbook Contact Plus says that the "essential e l ement is 
participation whereby there is an exchange of information, 
methods and ideals leading to new insights and understanding , 
/21 II 
and cooperation. 1 Also, the core of the idea is symbolized 
by that much-used , and frequently misused. word, cooperation . 
In the fullest sense it means working together , sharing ideas 
and responsibility, and pooling resources for the common good . " 
1/Arthur r:I . Jarman, "The Partners hip Concept in School - Commu-
nity Relations", National Education Associati on Journal, 
November, 1952 . 
gjQ£ . cit., pp. 15- 16 . 
]/National School Public Re lations Association, Contact Plus 
National Education Association, Washington, D. C. , 1954. p . 4 . 
!:±/ 
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Summary .-- The authorities quoted above lead to the con-
c l usion that public relations in education have come to mean 
not publicity alone, given to tbe public by the schools as the 
schools see fit, but a complete program of interaction between 
school and communitye 
2 . ~ethods and Techniques of Public Relations 
in General Use for Conducting Good Sch ool s 
Iviany different means have been utilized to aid in securing 
good., or better, publ ic relations, inc l udi ng home-school rela-
tions, and. school community relations • . These means are termed. 
tools, techniques, methods, media, a3ents, and agencies b y dif-
ferent >vri ters . These means are fre·quently divided. roughly in-
to t hree categories: \•Tritten or documentary, audio-visual, and 
special. During the period of time und.er study, a fou r t h type, 
that of participa tion, has increased. r apidly . Each of these 
types wi l l be revie wed briefly. Then the fourth type, part i -
cipa tion, wil l be taken up in more detail with emphasis on the 
individuals or groups of individuals who engage in or bring 
about the par ticipati on. 
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Written or documentary media .-- ~vri tten or printed media 
frequently mentioned by authors were : 
Press Agentry · 
Propaganda 
Publicity 
Reporting to Parents ~­
Reports · 
.,_.-
Advertisements 
Blotters 
Booklets 
Bulletins~.­
Cartoons v 
Fiction 
Handbooks 
.Annual--Superintendent 
Special 
House Organs 
Invitations v 
Letters ~.-­
Leaflets ~,..--
Newsletters ..... ~ .... 
Ne,tTspaper Publicity,/ 
Notices "' 
Pamphle:ts v 
Riders 
Stickers "' 
Stuffers!· 
School Publications' 
Newspapers 
Yearbool\:s 
Tags , 
\'lri tten 'tlOrk of pupils V" 
Written, printed and documentary techniques form the old-
est and most prolific category of public relations media . 
Among these, 'tlhether recognized as a tool of public relations 
or not, the written work of the child, the report card, the 
note sent home to the parent, the notice of a meeting, all 
color the home's reaction to any of the formal attempts at 
public or community rela,ti ons. 
Newspaper articles , covering all phases of the educational 
program have been successfully used and are in demand by edi-
tors today provided they are time ly, . newsworthy , and properly 
written . School pages and school columns are popular in lo-
cal newspapers. f0l__p_o_.r..:t~_!:.?> .. _dese:ry_E? pJ._ar..n1~.d cg:r:u?.i.~~r~t_ion in a 
pup]ic relations program. 
The superintendent's annual report, printed with other 
28 
to1·m records, is available to all citizens in many small com-
muni ties and is one of the best for reaching adults 1.-vho are 
not parents. _In la.r ger cities, where the report is printed 
under separate cover , it may be printed in two or three parts; 
the archiva,l, \'Thich is largely statistical; the explanatory, 
in words without pictures ; and the pictorial, with many il-
lus tra ti ons and fev-1 words • 
Special reports may be issued at any time on any desired 
or necessary subject. They may be in the form of booklets, 
leaflets, or pamphlets, such as those needed for a pre -school 
clinic . The value of the short statement or announcement is 
shown by their increased use . These are sent home with the 
pupil's report card as stuffers, blotters, riders, stickers. 
Tags and handbills may publicize an issue . Advertising space 
is being increasingly used to tell the s chool's story. Even 
billboard.s have been used. to spread the word across the coun-
tryside . 
In addition to the regular work of pupils, any school 
ne,vspaper acts as a public relations medium. The class year-
book serves also . Notices children take home show their hand-
\'lri tine; as well as to notify the parents of a meeting . Let -
ters, invitations, thank-you notes advertise the work of the 
of ·the school by their appearance and the quality of their 
content. 
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Bulletins, newsletters , hou~~- o~g~n~ ~ hand books are all 
sources of information from the superintendent ' s office to 
his staff and serve to smooth the way internally for a united 
effort throughout the school system . Yeager says that "there 
-· - · ... ,,I-· -·-·--
is no substitute for internal school morale and good will as 
a basis for desirable school- community relations . 11 
,....--r 
' }. <'-- ·- ' v\ __, c -· 
1/ 
Audio - visual media frequent l y mentioned. ~__au_thors include : 
Advertisements v 
Banners 
.3illboards v' 
Bulletin Boards ' 
Bands 
Charts •/ 
Diagrams '· 
Displays : 
Dramatics ' 
Exhibits'' 
Films '. 
Slide 
Film 
Motion 
Graphs \.--
Orchestra 
Phonographs "' 
Photographs ~ 
Pictures ~.­
Placards ,_ 
Posters -·-
Radio 
Slogans .__... 
School Plant"' 
School Grounds v 
Speakers v v 
Tape Recordings 
Television/ 
Audio- visual media .-- This group of techniques is used 
especial ly to supplement the group just mentioned and to en-
courage action for , or participation in other techniques . 
-Schools have always used types of display or exhibit if only 
at their closing exercises . Today's exhibits may be at any 
time; they may be continuous; they are alive with color, wi th 
illustration, with action . Bulletin boards tell a continu ing 
1/William A . . Yeager, School-Community Relations, Dryden Press, 
New York, 1951 . p . 170 . 
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tics or club work at nearby radio and television stations . 
The opportunities of television as an educational technique 
are demonstrated ably by such programs as Ding Dong School and 
those of some of the larger city school systems, but costs and 
technical problems rule it outside the average town ' s immediate 
use . 
Building programs , financial campaigns , bono issues bring 
out slogans , posters, advertising and cartoons designed to 
catch the eye and ear of the community . 
Several media are characterized as " special 11 or " miscel -
laneous : 
American Education Week 
Commencement 
Entertainment Bureau 
Contests 
Competitions 
Meetings such as P . T. A. 
Financial Campaigns 
Petitions 
Speakers' Bureau 
Special Events 
Special media.-- This category includes any means not 
mentioned before which brings the school or its program be -
fore the public . Commencement exercises have always ranked 
high in this respect. The observance of iunerican Education 
Week has increased as its value has been recognized as a peri -
odic means of telling the school's story to the community . 
Any special event presents an occasion for informing the pub-
lie of its needs, causes , results . Contests bring pupils and 
\ 
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the schools to the fore. An Entertainment Bureau and/or a 
Speakers ' Bureau offer the public an opportunity to secure the 
services of school personnel for entertainment or information 
as well as offering the school system an opportunity to pre -
sent its pe:tsonnel with items of interest , problems needing 
solution. 
Petitions of citizens requi re action . Financial campai gns 
require special techniques because they involve the total citi-
zenry, not just the parents . 
All meetings, P . T. A. and others wherein parents or mem-
bers of the community come together with members of the school 
staff offer special opportunities for exchange of information . 
The participatory agents and agencies mentioned by auth-
ors \vere : 
Adult Education 
Assemblies 
Buzz sessions 
Campin_g 
Churches 
Citizens' Co~~ittees 
Club Programs 
Community Use of Buildings 
Conferences 
Conversations 
Dinners 
Dramatics 
Employment Service 
Excursions 
Field Trips 
Forums 
Guidance 
Hospitality Committee 
Home rtoom 
Home Visits 
I·lleetings 
P . T. A. 
Grade 
Iviot hers 
Room 
Communit~ Adults 
Teachers Association 
Neighborhood 
Organizations 
Pageants 
Panels 
Parties 
Polls 
Principals 
Pupils 
Role Playing 
Service Clubs 
Socio- drama 
Sports Program 
Study Groups 
Student Government 
Symposiums 
Non-teaching Personne l 
Visiting Day 
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School Boards 
Superintendent of Schools 
Teachers 
vork being done - Observation 
"!'f ork Experience 
•,vorkshops 
Participatory Media.-- Although every technique mentioned 
so far involves some person or group of persons associated with 
schools, many of them could be undertaken with little or no 
interaction beh1een inaividt;tals or groups. The most sL nifi -
cant approach to public relations today seems to be the attempt 
to secure the participation of as many as possible of those 1-'rho 
are concerned with educational policies , practices and prob-
lems. Although state and fede ral financial aid. has been in-
cre ased, local schools are unde r local control. Local persons 
1.'-/'ant ana need information in order to perform tl:leir auties to 
education and to enjoy their rights. 
This .participatory technique involves every pers on or 
group of persons who has anything to do with schools: the su-
perintenaent of schools, the school board, the principals, the 
teachers, the pupils , the parents, parents' groups, other com-
munity gr oups, other adult community groups, resource visitors, 
the school nurse and doctor, the non- teaching personnel, the 
teachers' association and any community organizations. Need-
less to say their activities 1..rill include many of the media 
menti oned before, but the participatory possibilities alone 
will be considered at this point. 
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The pupils themselves l'li th t heir teachers and. principals 
may engage in many activities 11'fhich have excellent home - school-
community relationships . They may plan and. carry out assembly 
programs, home room management, student government , excursions 
and trips, camping, service clubs, dramatics, any club program . 
'•Vi th adequate guidance they may undertake a \vOrk experience 
program in the community, and even secure employment through a 
school - community employment service . 
The adults, as individuals and groups, may utilize oc c a-
sions wherein they engage in conversations, hold conferences, 
visit homes or schools, speak at dinners or meetings . There 
are many kinds of meetings to serve many needs : grade , 1others, 
room, P . T. A. , community adults, nei ghborhood, teacher asso-
ciations , study groups, citizens' committees, advisory coun-
cils, organizations and churches . They may undertake to secure 
understanding and participation by the use of panels, forums, 
symposiums, socio-drama, buzz sessions, role playing, polls , 
surveys, movies and. the like. 
A program of adult education for the school system brings 
more persons into a knOI'ilectge of the local opportunities, as 
does the use of school buildings by community ·groups . \.Vhen 
businessmen are assisting in a work experience program for pu-
pils , they are better prepared to understand what the schools 
are doing . 
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3· Special Consideration of Participatory Media 
Superintendent of Schools.-- The superintendent of schools 
is in a strategic spo t as far as community relations are con-
cerned . He, as the educational leader of the school board, 
the school staff, the pupils and the community, must take the 
leadership in this, developing and maintaining relationships 
1/ 
necessary for today's progress . He should recognize that 
the school is on.e · social agency having the special responsibil -
i ty of teaching for successful living and of cooperating v.ri th 
other agencies as a leader . He knows that the school has a 
responsibility to the c·ommuni ty . He realizes that the commu -
ni ty can help the school . The school and. community working 
E.! 
together can accomplish what neither could alone . He must 
develop a \vall - formulated community relations program through-
out every segment of the school system and touching all possi -
3./ 
ble outside agenc~ies . School-community relations is no\v a 
generally accepted function of school administration and is a 
responsibility of the superintendent 1 s .office whether he per-
!:1/ 
forms the duties or delegates them to others . 
17Stewart Harral , Tested Public Relations for Schools, 
Universitv of Oklahoma Press, 1952, Chapter 8, "Leadership 
Starts atuthe Top" , pp . 29- 34. 
£/V.!orcester \'/arren, from a lecture on "Community Relations'' , 
Bo ston University, 1953. 
3./Q:Q . .Q it . , pp. 130- 180. Stewart Harral 
!:J./ I b :i. cL , . , p . 135 · 
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"Good administrative practi~e involves cooperative delib-
•" 1/ 
eration by teachers, parents and the community at large ." In 
developing and_ administering a good public relations program, 
the superintendent works vvi th all other individ.uals and .groups 
of individuals connected in any way with the school system . 
Internal relationships are of prime importance . "Before any 
school decides to bring parents into the fold., it should take 
stock of the relationships between administrator, teachers, 
and principal, and between the tea~hers and children. It 
should see whether the house is ready to present itself to 
gj 
visitors ." Democratic policy making and practices within a 
system must ·be in operation before the public is invited to 
participate. 'l'he superintendent has ample opportunity to de -
velop the right kind of relationships with his staff, with 
the sc~ool board, with the principals , with the non- teaching 
personnel and even with the pupils. This he does throug h regu -
lar meeting channels , through conversational contacts, through 
bulletins, newsletters , house organs, handbooks , study groups , 
through provision for meetings, conferences and wor.kshops, 
through arrangements for exhibits and displays . 
1/American Association of School Administrators, American 
School Curriculum, Thirty- first Yearbook , National Education 
Association, Washing ton , D.C . , 1953 . p . 10 . 
E./Hazel F . Gabbard, Viorki ng_Jii th Parents, Federal Security 
Agency Bul letin, Number 7, 1948 . pp . 4-5 . 
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The superintendent's contacts with those outside the 
school are influenced by his reception of visitors, by the 
kind and manner of his telephone calls, by his letters, by his 
annual reports, by special reports, by his ability to speak at 
meetings, over the radio or on television, by his casual out -
of-school remarks . 
In numerous group meetings he should find his place at 
times as a member and at times as a leader if groups are to 
1/ 
g row in the democratic way. 
"In a democratic situation, leadership passes from 
one member of the group to another as occasion warrants. 
Each member of the group, including the administrator, 
is prepared to give both leadership and service, some -
times one, sometimes the other, more often both at the 
same timeo Such a . relationship among human beings is 
based upon and breeds mutual respect . 11 
Publicity will be a part of his public relations program, 
but it will not be the program . The public is entitled to 
kno1r1 what its schools are doin..g, what action was taken at a 
meeting, what has happened of interest among its teachers and 
pupils. Benjamin Fine among others has given excellent advice 
E./ 
for preparation of material and fo r treatment of reporters . 
The job is not easy . Harral feels that it is a challenge • 
.J]G. Robert Koopman; Alic.e Miel and Paul 111ii sner, Democracy 
in School Administration, Appleton- Century- Crofts , Inc ., l'Jew 
York, 1943o P • 9 · 
gjBenjamin Fine, Educational Publicity, Harper Brothers , 
Ne·w York, 1951 . 
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Since communication in public relations is recognized as a t\'10-
way process to be democratically engaged in, he fe els that the 
two-fold role of the superintendent as described in Communitv 
Leadership by the American Associati on of School Administrators 
1/ 
describes his leadership role : 
1 . Re must fire people \vi th enthusiasm to do some -
thing about improving their schools . 
2. He must release the energies of the community 
life that i'lill enable people to develop the kinds of 
schools they need. and want . 
Harral also approves of Strayer's statement that 11 he is a 1 so-
cial engineer' :r and of Holt ' s that he is simply " an example .'' 
The School Board .-- The school board has the duty of es-
tablishing the policies and practices which the school system 
uses to carry out its educational program. This the board 
does with the advice and help ,~ of the superintendent of schools 
vlhom they have employed to assist them and to carry out their 
poli cies . A policy toward public or community relations is 
essential . "Every school system should have a stated philoso-
"£/ phy 1vhich clarifies the full meaning of the program . Hot 
only is it essential in the policy phase but an actual pro-
J./ 
gram should be in operation . By means of this pre>gram , ade-
1/0p. cit. , . pp . 29 - 34. 
£/Americ·an Association of School Administrators , 
Sche>ol Curriculum, Thirty - first Yearbook, 1953 · 
Education Association, Washington, D. C. p . 10 . 
J./Op . cit. , P • 5 • Ste rart Harral 
Ameri can 
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1/ 
quate public relations ; 
1 . Inform ac1minist r ators and school personnel what 
the public thinks of education. 
2·. Help school leaders determine what they must do 
to gain the support and. good will of others . 
3 · Plan ways and means of getting that support . 
4 . . Show changes in the cli mate of publi c opinion . 
5 . Carry on activities desi gned to win and hold co-
operation and support . 
The school board operates under state law, but the local com-
munity elected the members and pays most of the bi lls . The 
community adults are entitled to the opportuni ty of knowing 
what is going on . The school board. may even need the advice 
or opinion of the community in formulating a policy or in car-
rying on a campaign . Van Nice has already been quoted but the 
quotation is especially pertinent here , when policy making is 
E.! 
being considered.: 
11 The school needs, not a series of drives, but a con-
tinuous program of interpretation ••••••.• The plan should be 
provided for everyone, and all school matters should be 
included in its scope . It shou ld be planned on a long 
time basis, anticipating potential int erests , not launched 
as an emergency measure to make amends for ne gligence or 
oversight ." 
No public relations program can be any stronger than its org an-
1/-I id .~-~.- PP • 5- 6 . 
E_/C . R. Van Nice, r eacher Teamwork '•li th a Problem Public, 
School Activities Publiching Company, Topeka , ! ansas, 1945, 
P e 147 . 
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ization. A planned program gives unity and consistency, direc -
tion and mavement . All persons connected with it are members 
of a team ivhose i...relfare depends upon mutual cooperation and 
1/ 
endeavor. JVi:oreover, " a sys tematic school public relations 
program can do much to bring about the intelligent disposal of 
2/ 
ill-considered and selfish proposals."-
Principals .-- Principals are termed "second in command 11 
21 
by Harral. Yeager feels that far reaching effects are pos-
!i/ 
sible through the principal . Elementary school principals 
themselves claim that 11 the development of the possible elemen-
tary school can be attained only through cooperative action on 
the part of the principal , teachers, children, parents, commu-
5/ 
nity agencies, and the general public . 11 Raymond :ii:ldridge 
2/ . 
\'Vri tes : 
11 Through the principal, both the home and the school 
can be strengthened , supplementing rather than substi-
tuting one for the other . The development of the prin-
cipal's position with the teachers, children, and adults 
]:/Stewart Harral, Tested Public Relations for Schools, 
University of Olclahoma Press, 1952 . p. 7 . 
_gjAmerican Association of School Administrators, 
Role of Education , Twenty- sixth Yearbook , 1948 . 
cation Association, Washington, D. C. p . 303 . 
The Expanding 
National l!.;du-
]/Stewart Harral, Tested Public Relations for Schools, Chapter 
9, 11 Principals- - Second in Command' , p . 35 . 
!i/Vlilliam A. Yeager, 
Press , New York, 1951 . 
School Community Relations , 
p . 135 · 
Dryden 
5/National Education Asso6iation, National Elementary Principals, 
The Publin and the Elementan_§ggoo]:; Twenty-e ighth Yearbook, 
p . s. 
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of his community will open the door to cooperation and. 
community betterment. It is a serious undertaking, but 
it can be one of the most valuable of educational enter-
prises and investments. Teachers, principals, and par-
ents may 1,...,rell form a triumvirate that 'lflill give education 
a more truly significant place in the structure of good 
living . 11 
In order to be 11 s econd in command11 in truth and yet be in a 
position 11here action is taking place everybmoment, the prin-
cipal has strategic liaison opportunities . He must kno1.,r the 
policy of the board for interpretation to the teaching ste.ff. 
Other areas for the principal's efforts lie in building lead.-
ership, in curriculum development, in making provision for 
experiment, in provision for conferencres, in knowing the com-
muni ty . These are accompli shed through teachers' meetings , 
through personal conferences , through study groups comprised 
of teachers, parents , or teachers and. parents, through P . T. A. 
meetings, through visiting days, through special events, and 
announcements , notices, letters, invitations, through cooper-
ati on 1-vi th other agencies, through news releases . 
" The educational staff, recognizing the rights and duties 
of the citizenry, are under the obligation of making contacts 
and arrangements 1-vhich 11ill facilitate community participation 
11"1:/ in policy making . 
]]Gertrude Hoar, The Junior High - Today and Tomorrovv 
Prentice -Hall, New York , 1953. p . 14. 
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Teachers .-- Teachers O\.,re it to themselves and to the po -
sition they occupy to become as thoroughly acquainted as pos -
sible ,,.,i th the policy of the school system, with the children 
under their care and with the subjects they teach in their 
best relationships to the child.ren, to the environment of the 
child.ren and to the community life . 
Since "there is probably no more effective agent for the 
promotion of good public relations than the satisfied., happy 
youngster who can go home each day with some evidence of ac -
1 1/ 
compli shment, having had a successful experience 1 , the im-
portance of the teacher's role supersedes all others . She is 
in direct, continuous contact ·with the pupils for \'Jhom the 
school exists . Yeager's statement that 11 teachers \'Jho get 
along with their pupils, both being happy in their relation-
. 'E/ 
ships, provide a stimulating experience for all concerned ." 
..• 
She may succeed even in spite of the failure of others to 
carry their sbare of responsibility and. assistance, or, she 
may fail miserably without t heir cooperation if she is inex-
perienced . 
The teacher must meet with other teachers, confer with 
pupil and parent, visit and. be visited, utilize community 
resources, report understandingly to parents, take part in 
11 Tbid '. ·~ . D . 140 . 
Z/ Ibid . • , . : p . 170. 
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meetings such as the Parent Teacher Assoc iation, take part in 
community affairs, ask and receive assistance, kno\v the latest 
research in her o,vn area, and create an atmosphere for learn-
ine; . Twenty years ago the Department of Superintendence 
wrote; 11 Home visits can bring about a remarkable change of at-
titude when parents and teachers meet face to face . 
111/ 
l'ftany 
parents, some of whom should be the first to do so, never vis -
it school. The boundaries of the teacher's influence extend 
far beyond. the four \valls of her classroom. 
Special service personnel.-- The school nurse, the school 
doctor, the visiting teacher, the home teacher, the guidance 
specialist usually knO"v'J' their interest ar•ea well, but it is 
important that they know the policies of the school system and 
help to formulate new policies as the need arises, as well as 
to execute their duties . They can help to facilitate commu-
nity relationships by the manner of their contact with pupils, 
by reports, bulletins, leaflets, announcements to teachers and 
the public \vhich will implement their \vOrk . They should partic-
ipate in meeting s of the staff and of the community in addition 
to meetings with their ovm subject matter specialists; this 
participation should be both as a member and as a leader of 
meeting s as the occasion warrants. 
1/Department of Sup-erintendence, Critical Problems in School 
Administration, Twelfth Yearbook, 1934. National Educati on 
Association, Washing ton, D.c. p. 239 • 
. ,. . 
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Non- teaching staff .-- So much time and attention is g iven 
to the pupil and the classroom that frequently little thought 
is given to the public relations aspects of the increasing 
number of non- teaching personnel in the schools who come in 
daily contact with both pupil and public much more than is re -
alized . Among these are clerks, bus drivers , custodians, at -
1/ 
tendance officers and coolrs • All of th.e se should be come fa-
miliar with the policies of the entire system and be instructed 
as to the best means of fulfilling their own jobs, including 
the public relations aspects . 
The community and individuals will judge the system to a 
certain extent on the appearance of these people , on their tel-
ephone conversations, their announcements and letters . They 
should participate in policy making or policy changing . Hand-
books developed for use in their areas would help them perform 
their work more uniformly . Their share in the appearance of 
the school buildings or school busses is undoubtedly 0 r eat, 
but if the total progralil is understood by all, buildings and 
busses can be a public relations asset . 
Pupils .-- Harral says that 11 students can be the most a c-
tive public relations agents, yet they are often the most ne -
1/Peter C. McConarty, '1Eva.luating .School Public Relations 11 , 
'T'he Iviassachusetts Teacher, (l\iarch, 1952), p . 4. 
) 
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g lected .' ,1/ 
The pupils' public or community relations valu e is in di-
rect proportion to the kind. of teaching he receives . Noar 
says that "too many pupils have little evidence of satisfac -
2/ 
tion or achievement ."-' 'l'he teacher is of the utmost impor-
tance in providing opportunities for the pupil to be happy and 
to achieve . Most writers claim today that children should 
have an increasing share in the planning, execution, and eval -
J./ 
uating of their school work . They need a .knowl edge of the 
aims for which they are Y.!Orking . They need to measure their 
own accomplishment . Pupils, and. later adults, can make use 
of democratic principles only if they have had practice in the 
democratic way . The National Elementary Principals claim that 
one reason that the public does not cooperate better is that 
they never had. a chance to undertake the discovery and solution 
!i/ 
of problems when they v.rere in school . Participation of pu-
pils in service c;~nd. club programs, observance of the i r conduct, 
]]Stewart Harral , Tested. Public Relatlons for Schools, 
Universi t y of Oklahoma Pr ess, 1921.2 . p . 54 . 
_gjGertrude Noar, The Junior High School - Today and Tomorrow, 
Prentice - Hall, New York, 1953 · p . 140 . 
J./Harold Spears , The High School for Tomorrow, American Book 
Company , New York , 1950 . 
:fr/1'at i onal Elementary Principals, The Public and the .i:!::lemen-
_t.§l:LSchool, National Education Associat i on, Tv;enty - eighth 
Yearbook, 1949 . 
) 
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knowledge, and. interest on trips into the community, work ex-
peY'ience programs, exhibits, demonstrations, bands, dramatics, 
or che stras, oratory, assemblies, athletics, student overn-
ment, and the like bring the schools before the public. 
The pupils' i'Tri tten work, the posters they make, the in-
vitations and announcements they write, and their school news -
papers supplement their verbal statements about their school. 
In the words of the New England School Development Coun-
1/ 
ell the 11 pupils reflect the schools. n ?.;-
Summary of contributions of school personnel .-- In 1934, 
in their Twelfth Yearbook, Critical Problems in School Adminis-
tration, the Department of Superintendence, dev oted one chapter 
~I 
to "Helping Citizens to Know Their Schools" wherein they 
outlined the many ways the superintendent, the principal, the 
teacher, the pupils, can help to tell the community what the 
. 
schools do . In spite of reference to participation and the 
realization of its importance, most of the techniques listed, 
""he ther of the \V'ri tten, printed, audi o-visual or special types, 
were publicity tools . During these twenty years publicity has 
1./New England School Development Council, Public Understanding 
of Public Schools , 11 Angles of Approach to an Effective Public 
Re lations Program 11 , I'!umber XI, p . 5 . Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
1949 . 
2/Department of Superintendence, Critical Problems in School 
Administration, Chapter IX, "Helping Citizens to Kno\"l Their 
Schools ", 1934 . pp . 211 - 256 . National Education Association, 
·;'lashing ton, D.C. 
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proved inadequate to the need for communication. In 1950, the 
Twenty-eighth Yearbook, devote~ in its entirety to Public Re-
1/ 
lations for America's Schools, recoe;nized and accepted the 
responsibility of the school administration for the broadened 
concept of community relati ons in a comprehensive study of the 
\vhole problem . 
Elementary principals recognized the same problem in the 
Tv;enty- eighth Yearbook, The Public and the Elementary School . 
The emphasis throughout this yearbook is on participation by 
pupils . parents, teachers and principals, in the planning or 
publicity stage, through the operational stage, and finally 
through the evaluating stage, utilizing all publicity and 
gj . 
participation techniques . 
The Association for Supervision and Curriculum Develop-
ment in their 1951 yearbook, Action for Curriculum Imorove-
ment list emerging principles for bettering human relations in 
curriculum development . Principle 12 says "Community- centered 
educationa.l programs guarantee to pupils vi tal learning expe -
riences and promise the development of sound character and 
J./ 
\'Jholesome citizenship . 11 Such programs cannot take place 
]:/American Association of School Administrators, Publie Rela-
tions for America's Schools, Tv..renty-eighth Yearbook, 1950. 
gjNational Elementary Principals, The Public and the Elemen-
tary School, T\venty-eighth Yearbook, 1949 . 
]/Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 
Action for Curriculum Improvement, Chapter I, "A School Program 
is People 11 , p . 18. National Education Association . 
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without effective internal and. external public relat ions on 
the part of all school personnel . 
Countless artic'les in educational literature indicate 
that educators have rec ognized and. are doing something about 
community relationships . The lceynote of all ways by which the 
school can help the community seems to be leadership with ac -: 
tive parti cipation on the part of all school personnel . 
Parents . - - Reavis and. others warn teachers and administra-
1/ 
tors . that : 
"A child cannot be fully understood. apart from the 
social environment in which he has grown up and in which 
he lives . 
The accumulated habits, attitudes , knowledges and 
skills of the child on admissi0n to school are the caDi -
tal stock \llli th 1vhich his systematic education begins . it '?:_/ 
Hymes says that "All who are in touch with the children 
or who are a part of the family circle are involved in the ed-
"J/ 
ucational process . 
In the popular book Hovv to Help Your Child in School , the 
Franks make these co!lhrnents which show the wide range of desir-
]:/William C. l~'i?avis, Paul R. Pierce and. Edward H. Stull ken, 
and Bertrand L. Smith, Administering the Elementary School, 
Prentice- Hall, New York, 1953· p . 39 · 
'?:./Ibid . , p . 40 . 
]/James L. Hymes, Jr ., Effective Home - School Eelations, 
Prentice-~all, New York, 1953. p . vi . 
ll 
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able parental interest in educational matters: 
"From what \liTe have learned in the past twenty years 
or so about children in relation to formal schooling , one 
general assumption is clear: a child does not learn read-
ing , nor \vriting, nor arithmetic, nor any of the academic 
subjects , by itself alone. He learns them in a setting 
where there are parents, teachers , other children, and 
where there are feelings and attitudes of his O\'/n. 
Helping your child in school, then involves not only 
what you as parents do in your own home and how you co-
operate with the school and your child ' s teacher, but al -
so how you participate as a citizen in helping your com-
munity to be a good place for all children . 11 ?:_/ 
Goodykoontz feels that "parents still want the school to 
teach school subjects, but in addition another ' R ' has been 
. ) I 
I fl ~/ 
added , 'Relationship. 
Teachers want parents to n see that education is continu-
ous from birth during conscious hours of living whether at 
home or at school, in the church , attending the movies, or 
playing in the alley." They also want to impress upon oarents 
- . 
the joint responsibility for the health, safety, and all-around 
development of every child is shared not only by the s chool and 
the parents but also by the community and every institution 
!±/ 
within its limits. 
l7Mary and Lawrence K. Frank, Ho\v to Helo Your Child in 
School , Viking Press, New York, 1950 . p . 2 . 
E_/Ibid. , P• 337· 
,:2/Bess Goodykoontz, in forevwrd of Federal Security Agency 
Bulletin, Number 7, 1948. Working With Parents, p . v . 
!±/ill" . D. Ivleyers, quoted from Parents and Teachers lifteet as 
Neip;hbors in Working 11'li th Parents , Federal Security Agency 
Bulletin, Number 7, 1948. p . 5. 
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Parents then have an extensive responsibility in the edu-
cati on of their children. To facilitate relationships between 
home and school they should become acquainted with the program 
of the school, visit when school is in session, confer with 
the teachers and principal when requested, offer services as 
helpers or resource visitors, work with study groups, join the 
parent-teacher association, engage in community activities of 
churches and organizations , assist in surveys as time and 
ability permit • . Not all of these activities can or should be 
attempted a t one time, but every adult should. seek to be a 
part of some group in democratic l iving . 
Parent groups .-- /The most effective group of parents is 
\ 
found. in the Parent Teacher Association v.ri th its nearly eight 
million members. lvi~_E.ge and, Faunce recognize it as a valuable 
opportunity for the schools to deal directly with the commu-
nity and feel that the members may engage in several areas 
vvi th benefit to all concerned. 'These areas include social ac -
tivity, interpretation of the school program or community 
1/ 
needs, service, resource, planning and evaluation. Hymes 
says it is one of the most vi tal, most encouraging org aniza-
tions as shovm by size, growth, magazine content and study 
£1 
groups . 
_1/J . Wilmer Menge and Roland C. Faunce, · 'i'lorki n~ Together for 
Better Schools, American Book Company, New York, 1953 . pp. 84- 93 · 
£/James L . Hymes, J r ., Effective Home - School Relations, 
Prentice- iall, Mew York, 1953 · pp . 36 - 37 · 
1/ 
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Dale says : 
"Parents do not ordinarily think of themselves as 
experts in teaching ••••• Yet in a great many instances mu-
tual interpretation of home and school is badly needed; 
for instance, v1hen some ne\-.r t eaching method is introduced 
that differs sharply from what parents have been accus -
tomed to expect or when a new course is added to the cur-
riculum. " 
,The Parent Teacher Association offers ample opportunity for 
explanations, demonstrat i ons, study programs , panels, discus-
aions , movies and speakers . The members can , in turn , inter-
pret educational practices and. policies to other adults or 
initiate action with other groups to accomplish desirable 
ends. 
Hany parents can find satisfaction for themselves and 
help their children and all children by forming e,nd. \vorking 
with smaller groups within the school . The f ormation of Grade 
Parents Clubs, Room Mothers Clubs or Mothers Clubs vvidens 
participation beyond most parent-teacher org anizations . Menge 
E. I 
and Faunce reportedinteresting neighborhood meetings in a 
school district . These meeting s were not organized but were 
informal discussions held at some parent's house with a group 
of neighborhood parents and the principal and. one or t wo of 
the teachers . The informality and the serving of refreshments 
]}Edgar Dale, The Parent - Teacher Association, National Con-
gress of Parents and Teachers, Chicago, Illinois, 1947 . p . 14. 
gjQQ . . cit . , PP • 97-98 . 
Boston tJm\.lers?ty 
School of E~ll 
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put the part icipants at the ir ease and provided an easy t;,vo -
way flow of ideas . Many parents thus reached would or could 
not have gone to the school . 
· Other adult gr:ouns .-- There are many vmys for parents and 
1/ 
other community adults t o help the school system . Bernays 
says : "We need today voluntary groups that will educate the 
public about education and. so create the necess ary public de -
mand for laws that will save and improve our s chool system." 
E./ 11 Lay He continues: and. professional groups should carry on 
educational campa.igns with c omplete cooperation and in a cen-
_tralized way . They must work at every level of education, 
from kinde rgarten to college . 11 
. l'fational Citizens Commission for the Public Sahools . --
At the invitation of James B. Conant, then president of ·aar-
vard University, and six other educators f r om the :i!::ducational 
Policies Commission of t he National Education Assoc i ation and 
the Problems and Policies Committee of the Ameri can Council 
on Education , a gr oup of nationally known laymen organized the 
National Citizens Commission for the Public School s in t'lay of 
J.l 
1949 . This organization set for itself two immediate goals : 
YEdward L. Bernays, Public Relations, University of Oklahoma 
Pre s s , 19 52 • p • 2 7 8 • 
E_/I bid ., p . 279 · 
J/Roy E . Larsen, " The Organization and Work of the National 
Citizens Commission for the Public Schools 11 , School Executive, 
(January 1952), pp . 46 - 47 . 
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first, to help America realize hO\"V important our public schools 
are to our expanding democracy and, second, to arouse in each 
community the intelligence and will to improve the public 
ll 
schools . The formulation of citizens' committees has had a 
phenomenal 0 rowth . Roy E. Larsen, chairman of the national 
commission , reported 8 ,000 citizens' committees in action in 
E. I 
1953 . Since 1949, he has noticed increased development of 
a long-range program of school improvement in areas such as 
building shortage, sllaries, school costs and school curricu-
lum . Throughout the country there is growing a broadening 
concept of citizen responsibility toward educational philoso-j/ 
. phy, theory and practice . 
!i/ 
Hamlin feels that " The movement for citizen partici -
pation is the most promising educational movement of the day. 11 
5/ 
He adds: '' Partic·ipation in sc.hool affairs may revitalize 
local govern~ent . The movement seems to thrive best whe re 
there still remains the most of local self-g overnment . 11 Other 
1/Henry Toy , Jr ., "A Report to the People from the Director 
of NCCPS", School Executive, (January, 1952), p. 41 . 
£/Roy E . Larsen, "Ci tizen Participation in 195311 , School 
Executive, (January, 1954), P • 52 . 
J./lbid ., PP• 52-54 • 
.1/Herbert Iv'I . Hamlin, Citizens' Committees in the Public Schools, 
Interstate Printers and Publishers, Danville, Illinois, 1952, 
author's comment in the foreword . 
5/Ibid., P • 11 . 
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excerpts from Hamlin follow: 
"The gravest responsibilities that this country has 
have been distributed among its citizens •••..•..• NOi'lhere 
are their responsibilities greater or their opportunities 
to act like Americans clearer than in their relationships 
to public education. " 1/ 
" It cannot be expected that a public long unaccus-
tomed to active participation in public affairs will sud-
denly begin to participate \vi th great enthusiasm and wis -
dom . Participation in making the policies of a school 
must be learned just like anything else is learned . 
Persons iiho share in citizens' 3roups must learn ho\'.r 
to behave in these groups . They must know what these 
groups may and may not properly do . They must understand 
their relationship to boards of education, administrators, 
teachers and students . 1-luch of their education can be 
self- education in their groups, but they must have help 
from pe"'sons who know the schools better than laymen know 
them. " ?:_/ 
3.1 
Koopman, Ivli el and !·fisner emphasize that : 
''The group must learn to think together in order to 
adopt common purposes and plan action, to act together in 
order to carry out plans, and to think together again in 
order to evaluate results and make further plans in the 
light of that evaluation. Otherwise participation is ran-
dom and purposeless, or controlled by the purposes and 
thirul!ing of one member of the group. 'rhe group must build 
that faith in persons that is the foundation upon which 
any democratic str ucture rests . Otherwise wasteful revie \-v-
ing of decisions of delegated groups will make participa-
tion a much less than satisfying experience . " 
·The School Executive comments in an editorial in January, 1954 : 
11 I am impressed with hOV'l skillfully they .{Citizens' 
1/Ibid., p. 15 . 
. _gjibid.' p . 16. 
3.1~ · cit . , p . 11 . 
!±I 
,1/Editorial I(eynote, 'rhe School Executive, (August, 1952), p . 9 . 
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committees/ take hold of assignments, hovv quickly they 
recognize the need for fact, how \vell they submerge the 
prejudices they hold, how teamwork develops, leadership 
emerges, and, finally, hoiv judg ments are reached . Beyond 
all that, new friendships ·are made, respect for the opin-
ions of others recognized, and sheer joy is found in -
working i'Ti th a group on real, live, community problems. 
It is democracy 'in action and it works . 11 
In the same issue of the Sc.hool Executive, Hechinger states 
that "By 1953 it was no longer necessary to argue that public 
schools needed publ_ic support and interest ; these \vere tenets 
. . )J 
accepted by the ::.:, reat maJOrJ.ty . So well have local cornmu-
ni ties accepted the challenge of educational needs that the 
National Citizens Commission for Public· Schools which was 
:?.I 
formed to arouse interest plans to disband 1tJ'i thin two years . 
State citizens committees are growing in number and are ex-
pected to carry the burde n of liaison between the public and 
the schools . 
Ot her adult groups include advisory committees for coun-
cils and school committee or superintendent with membership 
represent ing welfare agencies, civic, business, professional, 
alumni groups, organizations and churches . Adults working 
on councils help to coordinate the efforts. of several groups 
while those serving on advisory committees may engage in 
stujy programs , research, surveys, opinion polls, policy for-
L 1/F'red H. Hechinger, "Schools and. the Public 11 , 
Executive, (January, 1954), p . 54 . 
The School 
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mulation, curriculum chang~ and financial campaigns, building 
programs . 
· :jusinessmen.-- Businessmen can make a valuable contribu-
tion t o community relations when they engage in surveys to 
show the occupational needs of the local area . By criticism 
of employed graduates , they can help to secure for students 
the training in school that they require for the occupations 
available . They can provide worl{ experience for those · of 
' high school age . They can act as resource persons in school 
studies and permit trips by pupils to their places of busi -
ness . The criticism of businessmen has been an important fac -
1/ 
tor in curriculum change and study . Fitzgera1d says that: 
" Since 1929 , business has realized that it has public respon-
s ibilities. ' Private ' industry is no longer private . 
'?:./ 
. Hot school versus the c.ommuni ty .-- Both school and commu-
nity individuals and groups must do their share if a- ood rela-
tionships are to exist . Ne i ther school nor community can do 
the job alone . The printed. vrord has al vfays been and. always 
will be an important means of communication between the two . 
Fit zgerald, ,,.Jho was previously quoted as saying that "It is 
quite evident that exposure to information and absorption of 
l/Ann Usher , 1 Are the Schools Neglec ting the 3- R' s?", 
Better Homes and Gardens, (October, 1953), pp . 38- LJS; 204- 208 . 
'?:_/Stephen Fitzgerald, Communicating Ideas to the Public , 
Funk and \1/agnalls Company, Ne-r,-r York , 1950. 
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. tt 1/ information are not equal , reports experiment among public 
relations media indicate the foll0\1ing ord.er of effectiveness: 
1 . Face-to- face discourse, including personal con-
tacts and speech 
E.! 
2 . Oral- plus-visual presentation such as television 
and movies 
3 · Radio 
4. Print 
Any participatory activities then v1hich would bring interaction 
of school personnel and the community offer possibilities for 
the most effective public or community relations . "Public re -
lations, in essence, is our 'dealings with people' • 11 
J./ 
.4 . Public Relations for Curriculum Improvement 
Responsibility .-- Just as the superintendent of schools is 
responsible for dev~loping and maintaining a publ ic relations 
program, so, also , is he responsible for curriculum improve -
ment . The American Association of School Administrators them-
selves state in their Thirty- first Yearbook: " There is no sub-
!i/ 
stitute for administrative planning ." They feel this to be 
171bid. 1 - . ·o . viii - ix . 
~/Ibid . , P • 103 . 
J./Glenn and Griswold Denny , Your Public Relations, Funk and 
Wagnalls Company, New York , 1948 . p . 21 . 
_1/American Association of School Administrator s , American School 
Curriculum, Thirty-first Yearbook, 1953 . p. 82 . National Edu-
cation Association, Washington , D. C. 
• 
• 
• 
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true even though i n s ome l arge citie s it may be necessary for 
the superintenaent to delegate actual leadership to an assis -
tant or coorainator . In their Twenty- sixth Yearbook they 
saia: 
1/ 
11 A citizens' committee or local planning committee 
maae up of professional and lay people is often helpful. 
The superintenaent should take the lead in organizing 
such a group ana should ala in developing a pro0 ram of 
action with a view to coordinating the efforts of the 
numerous interested agencies . 
A professional committee of school employees •• • • •• 
classroom teachers , principals ana supervisors can often 
help to review materials and to adjust the curriculum to 
the instructional needs of children without taking over 
the patented ideas of either individuals or groups . n 
~I 
Reavis ana others believe : 
"Firs •, : the leadership in improving the curriculum 
rests chief ly with the principal . 
Secona, in improving the curriculum ana teaching 
process, the principal shoula utilize as fully as possi -
ble the services of his teachers ana the community as a 
means of enlisting their active interest ana improvement . 
Thira, the staff members shoula usually take the 
curriculum as they find it ana through careful analysis 
ascertain respects in vvhich they can proauce the greatest 
improvement in its form ana content. 
Fourth, the curriculum improvement , by faculty mem-
bers is preaicated on their knowledge of the pupils, 
parents, and economic conaitions of the community as much 
as 1 t is on the kno1,vleage of the community itself . 
]}American Association of Sc-hool Administrators, 
Role of Education, Twenty- sixth Yearbook, 1948 . 
~/Q.:Q . cit . , p . 127 ., 
The Bxnanding 
p . 303 . 
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Fifth, materials of local significance, when avail -
able should be collected and used to enrich and vitalize 
the curriculum. 11 
The teacher is considered by many v-rri ters to be the backbone 
1:/ 
of curriculum improvement. Olsen inquires: 
11 Does the teacher knov..r the community in its multiple 
historical and contemporary aspects and. can he lead_ chil-
dren and youth into an ever ... groidng understanding , appre -
ciation, and creative participation in that community •• • • 
the inevitable bac.kground of his life, character and des-
tiny?" 
Harap says, ''The emerging school challenges the teacher to be -
come a scholar in a broader and deeper sense than heretofore • 11 
.n·l8ther invited by the schools to take part or not, many 
parents are mal{ing themselves responsible for finding out v..rhat 
is g oing on in schools and- taking the initiative for improve-
ment . They visit schools; they examine their child's report 
card; the.y compare their child's work with \that they did in 
school as they remember it; they conduct surveys; they serve 
on study 6ommittees; they join workshop groups ; they write 
letters ; they write articles; they even write books . As was 
indicated in Chapter I, publications on educational topics 
have increased so much that neither the school nor the public 
can fail to be affected. A large number of these questions 
.1./Edv!ard G. Olsen, School and Community, Prentice - Hall, New 
York, 1948 . p. 12. 
E./Henry Harap, The Changing Curriculum , Tenth Yearbook, 
Department of Supervisors and. Directors of Instruction, 1937 . 
National Education Association , Washington , D. C. p . 338 . 
E./ 
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and criticisms are aimed at the curriculum area and involve 
policy, c ontent, methods and. reporting to parent s among others . 
If the schools do not take the responsibility for curri culum 
improvement and the public relations involved they will have 
these problems thrust upon them and run the danger of losing 
1/ 
their demo cratic status. Ag ain quoting Harap , "Education 
in ·a democracy cannot g o forward 1vi thout cont i nu ou s formula-
tion and understanding of basic vie,vpoints . The conflicts 
and inconsistencies cannot be removed· by decrees . 11 Schools 
should take the lead . 
Where improvement actually starts .-- Although the prima-
ry unit of instruction is the pupil - teacher relati onship in 
each classroom·, there are many \vays of initiating change . 
The teacher may experiment \vi th new ideas or trends . Sys tern-
vvide study committees by schools, b y g rades, or by subject 
~I 
matter or i nterest facilitate action . In- service prog rams 
should center on the problems and interests of those who par-
3/ 
ticipate in such pro grams . Practices begun in a s ingle 
!:±I 
classroom may bring demands for their wider use . Individ-
schools have differing needs and sometimes a school originates 
p .. 338 . 
2 / American Associa ti on . of School 
School Curri cu lv.m, op. c i t . , pp 
. . ~ . 
dmini s trat ors , _ rnerican 
84 -8 s ·~ 
3 / Asso c.:..a ti on f or Supervi sion a nd Cu!'r i cul um Developmen t , 
Act i on . f' or C1J.rrieul 1m I m-o!'cv ement , o-o . c i t ., p . 17 . 
,1/Amer · cq,n School Curriculum , op . cit . pp .. 88-89 ·. 
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1/ 
a new procedure worthy of consideration by all. The indi -
vidual school group, including pupils, teachers, principals 
E: / 
and laymen is the basic unit for curriculum development . The 
cooperation of children, youth and adults in planning and car-
rying out real studies and community service activities prom-
J./ 
ises effective and ivholesome learning . Effective curricu-
lurn planning and group participation takes the learners into 
- 6 ,4/ 
partnership. Problems that .:J2ill2ils feel deeply are the 
5./ 
foundations for learning experiences and curriculum content . 
Problems that parents feel deeply are also foundations for 
learning experiences for parents, at least, and possibly aft-
er study a solution may be found in an improved or revised cur-
riculum. An opportunity for parents and other adults to e ngage 
in many school and community activities should be offered . In-
vitations to visit classrooms, confer wit};l the teacher, ob-
serve demonstrations, engage in study , discussions and. work-
shops ;vi th teachers and other parents should come from the 
1/j_bid., p . 84. 
:2/Act:tcm for Cu..rr _:_Cl,J.lum I mrlrovr:ment , on . ci • , p . 17 . 
~/Harold Spears, The High School for Tomorrow, 
Company, ~ew York, 1951. 
American Book 
' 
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school. School personnel should be 1.;rilling and able to go out 
into the community to speak at meetings and explain their 'vvork . 
They should be familiar with up-to- date research in at least 
their own field. They should be v.rilling to experiment and be 
open to change . 
The spark that sets it off.- - Any one of many topics can 
provide the spark that sets off a program of improvement . 
From the public's point of view·, the three R ' s are constantly 
under fire . Some of the many others are : report cards, promo -
tions, spelling , hand\'lriting, discipline, citizenship, voca-
tional training, extracurricular activities, the meaning of 
an I.Q . , poor hig h school preparation for ,college, the non-
reader , homework. 
From the school's point of view, subjects related to cur-
riculum which call for understanding , interpretation, and fur -
ther experiment, include: a philosophy of education, statement 
of aims at each level, organization of the system by grade 
(6-4; _6-3-3; Kl - 3 , 4- 6, 4-LJ, or other), promotions, continuous 
progress, social, promotion, group work, physical development 
of children, maturation, the "whole child 11 , ability range per 
grade, the atypical child--mentally retarded, gifted or handi -
capped, reporting to parents, use of community resources, sub-
ject matter fields, audio- visual aids, the core curriculum~ 
common learnings, character, citizenship, guidance, leisure 
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time activities, camping, the twelve-month school year, adult 
education, smaller classes and. work experiences . Any of the 
fore going, mentioned frequently throughout the literature , may 
provide the springboard for action • 
. :ec~ring imnrovement or change.-- Obviously, publicity 
cannot be relied upon as a technique for effecting curriculum 
change. Of prime importance are the internal relationships 
among the school personnel . If the members of the school 
staff can work with each other and have common purposes, they 
are ready to seek the cooper·ation of parents and the community 
or to be challenged by them on any phase of the curriculum 
1/ 
content and method. Dale says: 
"Although parents are not often experts in curricu-
lar procedure, they do have plenty of common sense and 
good judgment, and it is only logical that they be per-
mit ted to share to the full extent of their ability in 
shaping the course of study their children are to foll01tJ . 11 
I tt II £/ A summarized version of Larsen s Room for the Baby Crop says: 
"The battle to make our schools competent to meet 
the needs of the day is a continuous and everchanging 
one . Our whole concept of education has changed in re -
cent years. In 1900 , only 11 per cent of all youth of 
high-school age were in school, but nearly all of them 
went on to college. Today only 20 per cent of our high-
school graduates go on to college, but 73 per cent of 
]:/Edgar Dale, The Parent-Teacher Organization, National Con-
g ress of Parents and Teachers, Chicago, Illinois, 1947. p. 15. 
, £/Roy · E . Larsen, "Room for the Baby Crop" , National Ivlunicipal 
Review, 41:238-241, reviewed in EducatiOnal Research Service 
Circular Number 6, 1952. p. 13. 
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the children of hi gh-school age are in high school. 
Those who d 0 not go on to college require a wide variety 
of different kinds of education to prepare them for their 
place in ou:c complicated, industrialized society. " 
1/ 
.. Ivielby stresses the broad scope of the problem: 
"Probably the greatest error in thinking is to over-
emphasize the role the schools can play in our society. 
It is the total community that shapes the outlook and be -
havior of people . The schools alone are meeting their 
responsibility better than they have ever done before . 
But the great educational tasks of today cannot be done 
by them alone . It can be done only through a community 
mobilization of all resources , including ne\v- leaders hip 
and technics of lay people and professional workers alilte . 11 
In making the most of cooperative ac tion for curriculum im-
provement, existing conditions should be first examined . 
Guides to study, or questions are especial ly helpful to start 
d iscussion and direct thinking. Programs of study or, prac-
tices and policies, in print or in writing, should be avail-
able. Standard test results will need to be consulted in some 
, situations. :Many types of public relations may be u"'-ilized as 
a program of curricula changes or improvements get under way; 
speakers, panels, symposiums, forums , demonstrations, confer-
ences, observation, study groups, workshops, audio- visual aids, 
buzz sessions, role playirlf3, dramatization , reading , reporting, 
charting, graphing, professional study. Since only a small 
proportion of those interested or affected can usually parti-
cipate at a given time, whene11er policy or action is agreed up-
]:/Ernest O. l11lelby, ''C hallenge t o the Critics of lOur Times", 
New York Times l 1iap;azine, (.September, 1951), p . 60. 
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on it should be publicizecl: by the means best s ui ted to the de -
cis ions mad.e and the public served . 
A final comment . - - l~<1any of Ivlr . Bestor ' s criticisms in Ed -
1/ 
ucational 1.vastelands and Mr. Lynd ' s in Quackery in the Pub-
E./ 
lie Schools ivarrant serious consideration by thoughtful peo-
ple . It is difficult for any one person to see the total 
problem . A caption under an illustration in a School Executive 
Nill serve to close this section: '' Even the best educational 
g arment, expertly fashioned to fit a _siven pupil, is at best 
an ill- fitting hand- me - d.ovm when bestowed upon still another 
youngster. 113./ 
5 . Public R.ela.tions for Better Housing 
An excellent prereauisi te . -- Anything und.ertal{en i .n the 
interests of curriculum improvement in section three of this 
chapter would pave the way for healthy public relations lead-
ing to the culmination of a successful buildi ng program . Cur-
riculum content is one of the problems which must be resolved, 
tentatively at least, before a building program gets under vmy. 
1./Arthur E . Bestor, Educational Vlasteland.s : The Retreat from 
Learning in our Public Schools, University of Illinois Press, 
Urbana, I llinois, 1953 · 
_gjAlbert Lynd, Quackery in the Public Schools, Little, Brown 
and Company, New York, 1953· 
J./Caption under illustration on page 84 of The School Executive 
_or Harch, 1953 · 
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- If parents and the community have had an opportunity to work 
with the schools to determine the kind of education they 1rvant 
for their children, they will be much better prepared to at -
tempt to secure the kind and amount of housing required to 
serve their objectives . In fact , they may even be at the 
point where they demand it . 
Leadership responsibility,.- - The superintendents ' own or-
1/ 
ganization says : 
"As in all educational matters involviWJ so many 
different personalities, the superintendent of schools 
has the unique function of guiding ••• interrelationships 
intelligently into uninterrupted channels of progress to -
ward the ultimate goal : the completion of a school plant 
which expresses the educational philosophy and. vision of 
the community ." 
£1 
They go on to say : 
" The educational aims of the administration alone 
are not sufficient. Statements of oojectives deve loped 
in professional staff study groups are not sufficient . 
Since the schools belong to the people, the school's aims 
should. also be the public's aims . The objectives of the 
professional staff and those of the community must be in 
harmony . A joint enterprise, such as the public schools 
requires joint participation in crystalizing beliefs - -
participation by parents, and non- parents , classroom 
teachers, principals, pupils, custodians, superintendent , 
school board , and civic and business groups . " 
• l'Jlany times, superintendents of schools have known vv-hat ac tion 
should have been taken for the benefit of the schools and the 
community, but their recommendations have fallen on deaf ears . 
p . 35. 
£/Ibid., P• 45- 46 . 
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Schools have not been built ; classes have become overcrowded; 
double se-ssions have been r esorted to . 
La y nartici nation.-- Russell found that 11 Vfuen a superin-
tendent feels that his recommendations are gathering dust , it 
1/ 
is time to get a lay committee involved in the problem." As 
a result of lay study and public relations, his to~~ obtained 
three new elementary schools, two junior highs and an addition 
to the hie;h school. In this i nstance the lay sc-hool building 
survey commission was appointed by the mayor at the request of 
E.! 
the school board . Seagers reports simi~ar experiences, 
wherein successive bond issues failed to pass over a period of 
years until the school board realized that they would ge t no-
where without the cooperation and acceptance of responsibility 
by the community . The school board selected t wenty - two repre -
sentative citizens to act as an advisory committee. This com-
mittee used every available resource . They had committees in 
twenty- one areas. Every junior and senior homeroom had pupil 
and parent representatives . Teachers instruc-ted pupils who in 
turn instructed their parents and other adults . _ They read , 
they listened to architects, they visited new schools. Se agers 
1/Ed,.rard J. Russell, Lay Participation, The Nation ' s Schools, 
(July, 1952), pp . 35- 37 · 
£/Paul \·! . Seagers, 11 Tapping Community Resources in Planning 
Scho ol Buildings 11 , The American School Board J ournal, 
(January, 1952) , P.P . 25- 27. 
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claims that "Tapping community resources in planning school 
buildings is only one of the many facets of democratic admin-
istration. Yet it is one of the easiest to put i nto effect 
1/ 
when a few basic techniques are used . " Ad.visory, lay , or 
citizens committees have functioned tbroughout the length and 
breadth of the United States especially since 1949 when the 
National Citizens Commission for the Public Schools was 
formed. The commission provides study guides and. suggestions 
so that lay committee may operate independently or in cooper-
ation with schools . Ivlany states have developed their own 
guides . Parent - teacher associations sometimes orie;inate ac-
tion but they are excellent public relations agents ~vhen a 
program is under way . Movies, photographs, pictures, graphs, 
charts, radio, television, even cartoons are reported as help-
ful audio- visual aids in carrying on a building campaign . 
Opinion polls, surveys, panels , discussions fill needs. News 
releases are important and valuable 1tlhen timed right, as are 
concise reports and handbills . Chief advocates of a building 
program, however, ,,rill alv-1ays be the users of the building and 
its facilities and the contacts they have . These users whose 
opinions and recommendations should be considered even though 
the school board has the final decision include teachers, pu-
pils, custodic:ms, lunchroom ,vorkers, bus drivers, special ser-
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vice personnel, clerl{:S . If their ide~m can be incorporated 
into the nev1 structure it becomes partly theirs . If their 
ideas cannot be incorporated, they , nevertheless, become in-
telligent public relations agents because they have listened 
to others and know the reasons for the decisions made . 
CHAPTEH IV 
SUl'·'il"LARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1 . Summary of Reading 
The writer feels that the reading in the field of school-
public relations may be summarized by the following : 
-(;onditions necessitating better public relations .-- The 
depression years lowered the birth rate, heightened research, 
and virtually stopped construc t ion. The war years resulted in 
a much increased birth rate, cr'owded classrooms, building pro-
grams, a discrepancy between educational theory and practice, 
and a public apathetic on one hand and inquisitive and aggres-
sive on the other . 
-The meaning of public relations .-- Publicity is not pub-
lic relations; but, it is a tool of public relations . Any 
concept of public relations which treats it as a singular ~oun 
is too narrow and lirrlited for use in the field of education 
today . "Relations" is a plural form and public relations in-
volve multiple interactions in two specific areas: first; 
among all personnel of a school system, and second., between 
any or all of the school staff and any community individuals 
or groups . Public relations involve a two-way flow of ideas 
resulting in improved understanding and causing desirable ac-
-70-
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tion democratically agreed upon. 
Public· relations medi a useful in maintainin;;: good 
gQ.ools. -- Because of the volume of material and the ease of 
presentation, \'lri tten and printed media have been and '\vill 
continue to be widely used as a relatively inexpensive means 
of reaching a large number of persons and of presenting fac-
tual details . When graphic or audio - visual techniques are 
utilized, mee.nings are clearer and discussions are stimulated . 
Discussions form the basis of interaction between groups . The 
mos t promising form of public relations lies in the area of 
broad participation. Everyone in a school system is an active 
public ra lations agent, kno·wingly or unknowingly . Everyone in 
the community i~ a potential participant in the educational 
program of that community . 1/ 
' ~· 
Public relations for curriculum improvement .- - If a 
school staff has the leadership of its superintendent and an 
op9ortunity for interaction within its own group, curriculum 
evaluation and improvement should be continuous . The citi -
zens have the right to help determine the kind of schools 
they ivant and w~at shall be taught in them ; the educational 
staff has the right to secure desirable improvements, to work 
\vi th others \vho have taken the initiative, and to determine 
how school subjects can best be taught . 
Public re lations for adequate housino.: .-- Unless the pub-
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lie is taken into the school system's confidence and made a 
part of all building consideretion, building programs fail 
time after time . Lay participation may be initiated by the 
school system or by the parents or citizens themselves, but 
effective immediate progress requires the cooperation of the 
community groups. 
2. Conclusions 
The v..rri ter feels that the readings in public relations 
for schools justify the followi ng conclusions : 
1. Any school system should have a stated public rela-
tions policy. 
2 . A publi c relations policy should result in a planned 
program of public relations . 
3· The school board has public relations obligations 
for keeping the public informed as to its policies and proce -
dures . It also has opportunities for public relations by in-
viting community participation and cooperation t'/hen changes 
are being considered and v1hen advice or opinions are needed 
before action can be tal{en . 
4. The superintendent of schools is the leader of the 
school board, of the staff, and of the community in securing 
adeouate community relations. 
5 . All members of the school staff, teaching and non-
teaching, have public relations responsibilities . 
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6 . Citi.zens have public relations rights, privileges, 
and duties which they and the school system should consider . 
7. Many types of public relations should_ be us ed . l:·T o 
one type is all-inclusive . The type should fit the need . 
8 . Face-to-face cont acts are the most effective means 
of public relations, whether they be casual conversations, 
speeches or discussions. 
g . Any means which can be used to promote or provoke 
discussion has a place in a public relations program . ~spe -
cially helpful are speeches, questions, pictures , movies , 
role playing, demonstrations, panels, visits, surveys, work-
shops, opinion polls and criticisms . 
10. Any consideration of proposed action should receive 
publicity . 
11 . Any action taken should be publicizeQ,_._ ___ _ 
. ........ ' · ........ •· . ~ · ·· - - . ... -: . ... . . 
.. . ... . .. , - , .. ~ ..... 
--- ......... _ ..... · · ·~ .... -·· ·· 
During the time of preparing this paper, two articles and 
a play came to the attention of the 1-vri ter . Each of these in-
vol ved public relations in different situations. In an ar-
ticle entitled "Schools Haven 1 t Change d Ivluch", Fran.k 0 . 
Mcintyre gives interesting, even amusing, illustration from 
the time of Confucius to the present, of educational practices 
1/ 
and criticisms . He concludes with : 
" It would be easier to keep the public abreast of things 
_1/Frank 0. Mcintyre, 11 School s Haven 1 t Changed l~ uch", 
Nation's Schools, (February, 1953), p. 49 . 
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in schools if we i'lOUld focus the spotlight on the eternal, 
unchanging values, rather than on changing points of view . 
If the spotlight i'lere thus focused v1e could use s orne of 
the effort n o1-1 directed to answering criti c-s for further 
improvement of an already g ood job of teaching . 11 
Edward w. Barrett writing f or This Week Mag azine in an ar-
11 II 1/ ticle entitled, Needed : A Cr usade for All Faiths , says: 
11 It is time for theu1 (religious leac1ers of all faiths) 
to de - emphasize their differences and to j oin in focusing 
world attention on the remarkable amount of agreement among 
the faiths . 
The world's great religions are far more unified in 
their belief in God, brotherhood and decency than most of 
mankind realizes . Simply demonstrating and dramatizing 
that basic unity can strengthen the confidence and faith 
of hundreds of millions . 11 
Howard Li.ndsay and Hussel Crouse had a new play this win-
ter, Prescott Proposals with a United Nations setting in which 
they tried to explain that if nations, in the person of their 
representatives, would. sit dovm and discuss their points of 
agreement before starting to argue about their disagreements, 
the differences among them could. be more easily settled . 
Each of these urges that people get toge ther to d iscuss a 
their points of agreement as a fitting background for a. solu-
tion to their problems . This, it vmuld seem, is a g ood way 
for a public relations program to start , vJhether the public 
relations be for the operations of good schools in general or 
for the solution of specific problems such as curriculum im-
_1/Ed\.,rard w. Barrett, " Needed: A Crusade of All Fai ths 11 , 
This 1N'eek IvJagazine, (January 10, 195l!-) , p . 10 . 
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provement and. adequate housing . 
3. Application to the Local Situation 
The conclusions listed. in the previous section may be ap-
plied locally to the writer's school system : 
l . The school system should. have a written statement of 
public relations policy . 
2 . A public relations program should be formulated to 
carry out this policy . 
3 · In order to keep the public informed, action taken 
at school committee meet ings should be given to the press, 
and/or repor ted at representative meetings, such as the P . 'I' .A. 
Council or the long- range educational planning committee . 
Full cooperation should. be sought in solving the imminent 
housing problem . 
4 . The superintendent should be rec ognized as the lead-
er of the public relations program . 
5. All members of the staff should help in formulating 
a community relations program and should understand their 
part in carrying out such a program . 
6 . Since · the schools belong to the people, the people 
have the right · to know what is being done and. what needs to 
be done . They have the right to say what l{ind of education 
they want for their children or themselves . It is their priv-
ilege to assist their elected officials in securing the best 
education possible for their c-hildren • . It is their duty to 
l{nOi'i their children's school and their children's teachers . 
It is their duty to work with ot hers for the common good . 
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7. Special events at school and the superintendent's 
annual report are excellent in themselves as a means of reach-
ing the public , but they are limited in t heir scope and do not 
provide a broad enough background of common knowledges and. 
understandings to serve in a crisis . 
8 . Many more small group meetings might be arra.n.ged . 
Within the ' school system , more teachers could get to3ether by 
grades , by subject , or by other interests . Parents could be 
invited to meet with teachers and other parents by room , by 
grade , by neighborhood, or by special interest. In cases 
i·lhere parents do not come to the school at any time , teachers 
would do well to visit the homes. 
9 . A great many types of public relations media would 
be necessary and should be used if the town undertook a pro-
gram of curriculum improvement and considered immediate and 
long range building needs . 
Curriculum study should begin with the school system i t-
self . At first, only the superintendent , principals, teachers, 
and school committee should be involved . Seeking answers to 
questions such as those which follow might well lead to dis-
cussions, demonstrations , reports, workshops and the evolve -
ment af a suitable, working, growing, program of curriculum 
improvement. 
a. What are the resu:}.ts of our testing program? 
b. \111'ha t are_ our high spots 'l Causes? 
c . What are our low spots? Causes? 
d . What practices are we using? 
with good results, by grade or subject? 
with poor results, by grade or subject? 
that teachers question? 
that parents question? 
e . By \vhat standards do children progress through our 
schools? 
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f. What does research tell us about the growth and de-
velopment of children? 
g. Hov,r do our standards and practices make use of this 
knowledge? 
h . V/hat do primary teachers have in common? 
i . Vlhat do intermediate teachers have in common? 
j. What do the junior high grades have in common? 
k. ~vhat problems exist in each area today? 
1. Can prevention take the place of remedial 1.,rork? 
m. What shall the first grade teacher, and each other 
teacher, hope to accomplish? 
n . Have vve provided for c.ontinuous progress? 
Since the problem of housing must receive immediate at -
tention in the writer's to\vn, questions such as these \vhic.h 
follow should be answered on a communi ty-\vid.e basis before fi -
nal decisions are made . The study of these questions would 
involve all members of the school staff, under the leadership 
of the superintendent and principals, together with many par-
ents and other community adults . Practically all methods and 
techniques of public relations should be utilized at one stage 
of the study or another . The newly appointed long-range edu-
cational planning committee might well be divided into small 
sections, each section to study intensely a group of related 
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questions for report to the committee as a whole . 
\~hat is the optimum type of grade organization? 
\~hat are the advantage s and disadvantages of start ing a 
kindergarten? 
What advantages are there in sending 
out of town? Consider espec.ially : 
Education 
Finance 
senior hi g h pupils 
Transportation 
Social benefits 
\"lhat disadvantages are there in sending senior high pu -
pils out of town? 
What are the advantages and the disadvantages of a small 
high school compared ;,.,ri th a large high school? 
\vhat are the advantages and the disadvantages of a re -
g ional hi gh school? 
Are the possibilities of a regional high school exhausted? 
How small a high school is feasible? 
What are the advantages and the disadvantages of keeping 
grade 9 in to~n? 
Eventually, what shall the upper and lo\'1er grac'le limits 
be? 
What is the projected school enrollment for the future? 
What factors may tend to affect it? 
What ne;,., homes trends are shown? 
Are there population centers indicated? 
\fuat are the aims and objectives of em elementary school? 
i·fuat shall be the content of the curriculum? 
Ho1v far may children be expected to walk? What about 
state road travel? Rural roads? Ho,., far should they 
ride? 
Fhat is the master plan for road development in the town? 
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\v'b.at shall be the limits of class size to determine t he 
number of teachers and classrooms needed? 
On what basis shall children be grouped for instruction? 
What shall be the purposes and nature of the testing pro-
gram? 
What special services shall be provided? 
Vlhat about summer activities? 
r,fuat about · community use of buildings? 
What supervisory services shall be provided to aid pupils 
and teachers? 
vrnat part shall the schools play in community recreation? 
What part shall they play in adult education? 
What is the best use of existing buildings? 
':fuat new buildings , additions , or study with another com-
munity are indicated? 
To faci l itate study an up- to - date library of pertinent 
articles and books is highly c1esirable . In some cases they 
should be provided by the school department. Others may be 
obtained by having interested persons buy, or subscribe to, 
one which may then be used by all . Suggestions for a start 
are listed below . These would open the way to many other 
sources of information on curriculum and housing . Some are 
taken from the bibliography of this paper and others from 
bibliographies of other courses . 
Alberty , Harold, Heorganizing the Hip;h School Curriculum, 
The Macmillan Company , New York , 1953 · 
Am.erican Association of School Administrators , American 
School BuildinE.§., Tv.,renty - seventh Yearbook , 1949 . 
National Education Association , Washington, D.c. 
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development , 
Action for Curriculum Imnrovement 1951 
The Three R' s in the Elementary School 1952 
National Education Association , Washington , D.C. 
Balcer, H. J . , Introduction to the Exceptional Child, 
The Macmillan Company, New York, l9j3 . 
Beck , rt . H., Y'/ . \¥ . Cook and 1\T . C. lvicKearney, Curriculum in 
the Modern ~lementary School, Prentice- Hall, 1953 . 
80 
Boston University School of Education, Elementan :ci:valuative 
Crite_ria, 1953 · 
Cooperative Study of Secondary- School Standards, Evaluative 
Criteria, Viashington , D. C., 1950 . 
Dolch, ri:dward W. , Teachin(; Primary Grades, Gerrard, 1950 . 
Fisk , Robert S. , Public Understanding of \'/hat Good Schools 
Can Do , Teachers College, Columbia University , 1944 . 
Gruhn, ~; . T. 
School, 
and H. R. Douglas, 
Ronald, 1947 . 
The Modern Junior High 
Hildreth, Gertrude H., Child Grov1th Through Education , 
Ronald Press, 1948 . 
Ingram, C. P ., Education of the Slow-Learnins Child , 
Ronald Press, 1953. 
Monroe , r~Iarion, Growing Into Readi n,:;:; , Scott Foresman , 1951 . 
Ivfassachusetts School Building Assistance Commission , Boston, 
Massachusetts, Articles , pamphlets and speakers . 
Na t ional Citizens Commi ssion for the Public Schools , 41 Mt . 
Vernon Street , Boston, Massachusetts . Pamphle t s , 
leaflets , study guides and speakers . 
81 
~Jew England School Development Council, Cambridge, 1assachusetts, 
Long Range Planning of School Plants 
Conducting A School Bui ldinv.; Program 
Rag a.n , 1tJ • B . , 
New York, 
viodern Elementarv Curriculum, 
1953 · 
The American School Board Journal 
The Nation ' s Schools 
rrhe r~ational Education Association Journal 
The School Executive 
Dryden Press, 
Washburn , Carleton, \'fhat I s Progressive Education? John Day , 
1952 . 
BORROVv FRO '•1 THE PUBLIC LIBRARY 
Ji:nglehardt, N. L., N. L. Englehardt, Jr., and Stanton Leggett, 
Planning Elementary School Buildings , Dodg e, 1953. 
Planning Secondary School Buildings, Reinhold Publishing 
Company, 1949. 
Perkins, Lawrence B. and Walter D. Cocking, 
Lotus Press, New York, 1949. 
Schools, 
10 . Consideration of changes, such as the marking sys -
tern , curriculum con tent, housing, should be under study by 
the staff and discussed with the parents and other citizens 
before decisions are made . 
11. When action is taken, decisions made , or changes in-
sti tuted, they should be adequately publicized by means of re -
ports, press, and/or meetings . 
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